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n̂ TRCDJCTION 

Robinson Jeffers has devised a philosophy combining pantheism with 

the Volsung Saga's Hanged God to give an answer to the world's dile.ioa. 

This "all-heal" i s Inhumanism, a term which Jeffers f i r s t applied to his 

ideas in 19ii8. I t i s the purpose of this thesis to examine the ideas 

which he groups under this terra and to attei35)t a definition of i t s mean

ing and application to contemporary culture. In order to study Jeffers' 

philosophy properly, one should observe most carefully the thoughts that 

are e3cpressed in his las t two books, ^he Double Axe and Other Poems. 

19i^8, and Hungerfield and Other Poems. 1954. Of the two books, The 

Double Axe i s the more important because i t was written primarily (ac

cording to the author's preface) in order to present this philosophical 

attitude of Inhumanism. 

Although a f u l l definition of Inhumanism i s the purpose of the en

t ire thes is , a preliminary definition and a few words of comment seem 

appropriate. Briefly, Inhumanism i s a philosophy which deals with man's 

relationship to God, whose being i s the whole universe; with man's re

lationship to man, who must be loved only as a part of the universal God; 

and with the primary virtues of truth and individual freedom. In order 

to l ive the good l i f e , one must strive to be l ike God or nature. There

fore, Inhumanism i s concerned with the beauty of nature rather than the 

nobil ity of man, except at moments of high tragedy or during moments of 

contemplation of the beauties of the universe — of which man himself i s 

only one. I t i s also concerned with reason rather than emotion. Truth 

and freedom ftom i l lus ions are two of i t s cardinal virtues. Yet i t i s 



not just a dry, materialistic philosophy; rather, i t i s a method of cast

ing off the self-centered ac t iv i t i e s of the world and of attempting to be 

l ike "the beauty of things,*" which i s the face and the nature of Jeffers' 

God, In this respect, Inhumanism can be termed not only a way of l i f e , 

but also a pathway for mystical union with God. 

A brief survey of the current trends in modern poetry and c r i t i 

cism wi l l help to orient us as to Jeffers' position in the l i terary world. 

The twentieth century has acquired many labels from i t s intensely self-

analyzing inhabitants. W. H. Auden has called this the Age of Anxiety, 

and Louis Kronenberger devotes an entire chapter in Company Idanners to 

our own time, which he ca l l s both the Age of the f e c i a l ! s t and the Age 

of Publicity. Otto Butz quotes a Princeton senior's analysis of today's 

youth as the "Generation of the Third Eye, the eye of self-consciousness, 
2 

the eye of se l f -cr i t ic ism." These labels , when considered as symptoms 

of the psychological temperament of this century, are a sign of a seardi 

for security — of a quest for a place in our increasingly rootless civ^ 

Hlzat ion, In the l i terary world th is quest for security has developed 

the pattern of a search for a culture to which one may belong. In his 

early years, Yeats i l lustrated this trend with his journey back into 

^ "The Spirit of the Age," Company Ivlanners (New York, 1955), 
pp. 11-20. 

^ "The 'Unsilent Generation' Breaks Silence," Life. XLIV (Febru
ary 17, 1958), p. 129. Jeffers has used the symbol of incest to c r i t i 
cize th is phenomenon of se l f - interes t . 



Gaelic history and myths; Eliot, with his transferance of allegiance from 

America to England and his conversion to the Anglican church. Robert 

Frost stresses an anachronistic way of life in his poems of liew England 

and the hardbitten inhabitants of its rocky farms. In the search for a 

place in the modern world Jeffers has not been too different from the 

other writers of our century because he has homesteaded the isolated and 

3 
lonely Monterey Peninsula in California. 

Although Jeffers is similar to the other writers of the time in 

his ejqperlence with rootlessness, his solution to the other problems of 

civilization is unique. For this failure to follow the popular mode of 

optimism, and the trend toward obscurity in expression, Robinson Jeffers 

has, in recent years, been dismissed by the critics. There is a tendency 

In many modern poetry courses to minimize his influence. Moreover, he 

has been neglected by most of the scholarly periodicals of our time. For 

example, between 1930 and 1950, there have been only seven articles pub

lished on Jeffers in the general reviews such as American Literature. ^ -

wanee Review. Southwestern Review, and £lie ^XiffftlfPf* A sample of his 

^ Although Faulkner as a prose vnriter does not fit in with the dis
cussion, he has given literature Yoknapatawpha County, l.iississlppl, and 
his and Jeffers' methods of portraying their countries, their recurring 
characters, and their themes aî e worth noting as being similar. 

The titles give an indication of the scholarship done on Jeffers: 
"The Crisis in American Literature Today" and "Robinson Jeffers and Eat
ing the Serpent," Sewannee Review; "Jeffers' 'Fire on the Hills,•'• j[^ 
Expllcator; "The Tower Beyond Tragedy," Southwesterly Review; "The 'Savior' 
in the Poetry of Robinson Jeffers," "Science and the Poetry of Robinson 
Jeffers," and "The Values of Robinson Jeffers," American Literature. In 
addition to these more serious studies, Jeffers has been discussed fre
quently in Poetry. College English. English J»'ffrml sjid "SJse Saturday g^-
vlew of Literature. While PiyiLA has never mentioned him, he made the 
cover of Time in 1932. Much of this criticism is dated because of the 
change since 19i^ in his statements about his philosophy. 



conq)arativB neglect in literary histories is Louise Brogan's Aehievencnt 

in Amerlean Poetry 1900-1950. which devotes only one sentence to Jeffers: 

"Later, the isolated Robinson Jeffers was to begin to construct a peculi

ar series of drajnatic poems acted out against a wild backiground of Cali

fornia coastline." 

Yet there have been some articles in less important magazines and 

several biographical studies. Horace Gregoiy defines the state of cur

rent criticism on Jeffers in an article in which he stresses the impor

tance of reading Jeffers now without applying tJfie fixed formulas of some 

critics. 

At the moment there are good reasons for rereading the poetry 
of Robinson Jeffers, First of all, the poet himself is a singu
lar figure in American letters and he occi^ies the rare position 
in this country of being a "poet" in the European sense of the 
word. He insists i5)on holding to a world view as well as his own 
handful of currently unpopular opinions. He has become a master 
of a style without nervous reference to recent fashions in liter
ary criticism. "I can tell lies in prose," he once wrote, which 
means that his primary concern is with the statement of a few 
essential poetic truths. Today it is obvious that he is willing 
to leave a final judgement of what he has written to the decision 
of posterity. 

Jeffers' reverence for truth has already been mentioned as one of the 

principles of Inhumanism; it will be discussed in further detail later. 

Gregory continues: 

To reread him is to step aside from the classroom discussions and 
shoptalk of poetry that flood the rear sections of literary quar
terlies where his name is seldom mentioned at all. He is well re
moved from the kind of company whew poetry is ""taught" so as to 
be understood, where critics and reviewers are known to be instruc
tors of literature in colleges and universities. But he is also 
at some distance from the tiiae when his California narratives in 
verse, "Roan Stallion" and "Tamar," swept tlirough the furnished 
rooms and studios of Greenwich Village with the force of an un-



predicted hurricane. That was thirty years ago . . . 
This phenomenon . . . pertly explains the neglect, in quarter

ly reviews, of Jeffers' later writing. It can be said that in 
recent years Jeffers has been a poet without critics. 

Of those critics who have considered Jeffers, few, if any, have 

been blessed with any perception of the meaning of the verse. As Squires 

says, "They have mistaken his premises for his conclusions." They have 

either been blinded by adulation (as was George Sterling, who thoi^ght he 

surpassed Shakespeare) or by disapproval of what Jeffers believes (the 

silence of current critics). Confirming the old critical adage that 

time is needed for the correct perspective, Radcliffe Squires has pro

duced the best of the five books on the poet. It is freer from the In

tense adulation that is found in Rudolph Gilbert and is of a more scholar

ly tone than the biographical-critical study of Lawrence Powell. 

Sterling's book is of value to some future biographer as a study of crit

ical faculties as Influenced by friendship, and Melba Bennett's is a 

limited study of the references to the sea in the poetry of Jeffers. 

Also, S, S. Alberts compiled a bibliography in 1933 which is useful 

7 
though dated. Since all of these critical studies, except Squires' 

^ "Poet Without Critics," ^SS World Writing; £Z Mentor Edition 
(New York, 1955), p. 4.0-41. Hereafter cited as Gregory, "Poet Without 
Critics." 

° Radcliffe Squires, ĵ hg Loyalties of Robinson Jeffers (Ann Arbor, 
1956), p. 152. Hereafter cited as Squires, Loyalties. 

'^ Included An Rudolph Gilbert, Shitie Perishing Republic (Boston, 
1936). Hereafter cited as Gilbert, Shine. Lawrence Clark Powell, Robinson 
Jeffers. the 'Ian and his Work (Pasadena, 1934)» Hereafter cited as 
Powell, Robinson Jeffers. George Sterling, Robinson Jeffers, ^le l^ aa^ 
the Artist (New York. 1926), Melba Bennett, fiobinson Jeffers and the Se^ 
(San Francisco, 1936). 



analysis, were made before the publication of ̂ e Double Axe, further 

critiofLl writing is necessary to determine Jeffers* stature as a crea

tive artist. 

Statement of Purpose 

Although no definitive study of a living poet is possible, and no 

final judgments are ever reached in the field of literary criticism or 

scholarship, the impossible is ever irresistible for those who attempt to 

evaluate that which has such powerful subjective and emotional value — 

poetry. As previously stated the purpose of this thesis is to consider 

the philosophy of Inhumanism and to evaluate its concepts as they are 

presented in Jeffer's poetry. In order to consider the mature idea, how

ever, it is first desirable that the beginnings of the idea should be dis

covered. Therefore, the first chapter of this study deals with the poet's 

search for some enduring values. This search for roots, for security, 

as typified by a specific location to which he could belong, will first 

be considered; then his search for a means of ejq^ression, as a result of 

a violent rejection of the current poetic fads; and finally his search 

for a belief as exhibited in his earlier poetry. 
g 

The second chapter will consider Jeffers as answerer of the 

g 
For the terra, "Answerer," I ara indebted to Gilbert's quotation 

of a Whitman poem, 

The singers do not beget, only the Poet begets. 
The singers are welcomed, understood, appear 

Often enough, but rare has the day been. 
Likewise the spot, of the birth of the 
Maker of poems, the Answerer, 



basic ddleomas of civilization. The answer is a philosophy for which he 

hlatelf has supplied the term Inhumanism. This concept will be explored 

ehl«fly In the long poem The Double Axe" and In the lyrics of the last 

two Toluoes, 2iaL Donble Axe and Hungerfield. The meaning of this philos

opher and Jeffers' relatlonahip to It will be evaluated In the conclusion. 



CHAPTER I 

JEFFERS AS A SEARCHER 

Thg. ̂ geargh fox: Roots 

Before the examination of the Inhumanistic ideas in the early 

poems, a brief biographical sketch will help to explain some of the caus

es for the formulation of the philosophy. Because of the intense beauty 

of the Monterey Peninsula and the possibility of isolation, Jeffers was 

inclined to equate good with the beauty he saw and evil with the examples 

of civilized man who used the beautiful coast as a playground and left it 

littered with refuse, as in the lyric, "November Surf."*^ In addition to 

the great natured beauty, the isolation of the Peninsula made it a unique 

place, inhabited by people who were primitives in a modern world. Jef

fers attaches great importance to this aspect of peninsular life in the 

Preface to his selected poems. 

A second piece of pure accident brought us to the .lonterey coast 
mountains, where for the first time in my life I could see people 
living — amid magnificent unspoiled scenery — essentially as 
they did in the Idyls or the Sagas, or in Homer's Ithaca. Here 
was life purged of its ephemeral accretions. Mn were riding 
after cattle, or plowing the headland, hovered by white seagulls, 
as they have done for thousands of years, and will for thousands 
of years to come. Here was contemporary life that was also per
manent life; and not shut from the modern world but conscious of 
it and related to it; capable of expressing its spirit, but unen
cumbered by the mass of poetically irrelevant details and coii5)lex-
itles that make a civilization.2 

Robinson Jeffers, 2 ^ Selected Poetry of Robinson Jeffers (New 
York, 1938), p. 360. Hereafter cited as Selected Poetry. 

^ Selected foe%U» P» xv. 

8 



All through Jeffers' work one sees the different faces of the 

Carmel Coast, with all its varying shades of changing atmosphere and emo

tional quality. These changes are reflected in the formation of the per

sonalities of his characters and are motivating forces in their immedi

ate actions. So many of the people of the Jeffers' universe have their 

roots in the reality of Monterey that they can be considered almost a 

result of the influence of the surroundings. The recurring character 

of the depraved primitive (Fera, Fayne, Madrone, llargrave, etc.) comes 

from the paradoxical situation of the ranchers of Monterey. This de

praved character Is a symbol of modern man's avid interest in himself 

and in human passions, two things that the Inhumanist would eschew. 

Another of the important results of Jeffers' coming to live on 

the coast was that here he could build his stone house and tower and 

take time to know the natural surroundings with which he came to identi

fy that which is best in the universe — "the face of God." In an epi

logue to Californians. the first book published commercially by Jeffers 

— Flagons and Apples having been financed by himself — he tells of the 

Monterey Peninsula, its history and its physical beauties. This descrip

tion gives a prose picture of a place which, since 1916, Jeffers poeti

cally described hundreds of times. Even in this first book he attributes 

the formation of the poems to the nature of the place. 

I may be allowed thus much by way of epilogue, the poems be
ing so closely Involved in the nature of the country. The story 
of the "Three Avilas," for example grew up like a plant from the 
ravine described in it, through which the first stream north of 
the river flows into Carmel Bay; the story about Ruth Alison de
rived from a olump of perfectly albino redwood shoots in the 
Big Sur Valley, from a few people met there, and from the grand 
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and sombre beauty of that forest.^ 

These early poems are only examples of how most of his poems seem 

to grow out of the actual happenings and soil of the coast country. In 

"Roan Stallion," the first long narrative after Jeffers established his 

style, the episode of California's swimming the flooded stream is part 

of the actual history of an Indian woman m«irried to a white man. In 

the Preface to the Selected Poetry Jeffers comments on this local influ

ence. 

"Apology for Bad Dreams" originated from the episode of a woman 
and her sons torturing a horse . . . The story of "Thurso's Land
ing" was suggested entirely, I think, by the savage beauty of the 
canyon and sea-cl4ff that are its scene, and by the long-abandoned 
lime-works there.^ 

Further examples of the use of the countryside in the poetry can 

be seen in the actual geographical details noted In the narratives. From 

the volume Calif ornians the poem "Dorothy Atwell" gives the first of 

these documentatinns. 

Under the hill-range windy and high 
That walls the coast ftom wave to sky 
Between Point Lobos and Point Sur, 
Dorothy Atwell, five years old, 
With Sunny eyes and hair of gold. 

Robinson Jeffers, Californians (New York, 1916), p. 217. Here
after cited as Galifornians. 

Selected £2SJiCI» PP- xvi-«vli. 
5 
Selected Poetry, p. xvii. 



Lived in a ranchhouse low and poor. 

11 

6 

This placing of the stories was at one time so accurate that Lawrence 

Clark Powell was able to include a map of the Peninsula in his critical 

b: ography of Jeffers, which locates the homes of the characters who fig

ure in the narratives and the places of some of the important events in 

7 
the stories. As an example of the pinpointing of the story to specific 

locations, consider Tamar. one of the earliest of the long poems. First 

the author has said that it grew out of the biblical story, Shelley's 

Cenol and "from the strange, introverted euid storm-twisted beauty of 

g 

Point Lobos." The poem opens with an account of Lee Cauldwell's acci

dent as he returns home along the sea cliffs from a night of drunken 

amusement in l«Ionterey. Then the scene shifts to the ranchhouse during 

his convalescence. *'His sister Tamar / Nursed him in the big westward 

9 
bedroom of the old house on Point Lobos." After Lee's recovery, he 

rides after cattle and views the ranch: "He returned another way, from 

the headland over Wildcat Canyon, / Saw the immense water possessing all 

the west and saw Point Lobos / Gemmed in it . . . " Before the seduc-

Calif ornians. p. 95. This poem is the forerunner of "Roan 
Stallion." Dorothy falls in love with a horse that is killed in an acci
dent. When its ghost returns to haunt her, the family moves away from 
the sea. 

7 
Robinson Jeffers. p. 85. 

g 
Selected fo^iffy, p. xvi. 

Roan Stqj.llQn. Tamar a M Other Poems (New York, 1935), p. 110. 
Hereafter cited as Roan gj^^yj^oj^. 

•""̂  Roan Stallion, p. 113. 
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tlon scene which sets the trciglc forces in motion, the location is care

fully described: 

They two had unbridled the horses 
And tied them with long halters near the thicket 
Under Meil Paso bridge and wandered east 
Into the narrow cleft, they had climbed the summit 
On the right and looked across the sea. 

When Tamar discovers that she is pregnant as a result of the scene de* 

scribed above, she dreams that Will Andirews will take oare of her, so 

she rides to the Andrews ranch. 

That morning Lee having ridden to :.Iill Creek 
To bargain about some fields of winter pasture 
Now that the advancing year withered the hill-grass, 
Tamar went down and saddled her own pony, 
A four-year old, as white as foam, and cfuitered 
Past San Jose Creek-mouth and the Carrows' farm 
(where David Carrow and his fanatical blue eyes. 
That afterward saw Christ on the hill, smiled at her passing) 
And three miles up the Carmel Valley came 
To the Andrews' place where the orchards ran to the river 
And all the air y/as rich i/ith ripening apples. 

The steps of Clare Walker can be as easily traced and familiar characters 

appear in the poem. "̂  The above examples are only a few which show 

11 

12 

Roan Stallion, p. 114. 

Roan Stallion, p. 126. David Carrow is the visionary in "Coast-
Range Christ." 

13 
"The Loving Shepherdess," Selected Poetry, p. 205. Clare stops 

at the house where Rev, Barclay stayed at Point Sur; her benefactor i s 
Onorio Vasquez, the visionary from 2£^ Women a i folnt Sat; his family l ive 
up the Mill Creek Ceuayon, the scene of "Give Your Heart to Hawks." She 
wanders to the mouth of Cawdor's Canyon; and f inal ly , near the end of her 
journey, "Near Point Lobos, by a gate / Where Tamar Cauldwell used to lean 
from her idiite pony / to swing the bars . . . " her favorite sheep d ies . 
Clare, as one of the savior symbols in Jeffers, wi l l be discussed la ter . 
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Jeffers' careful concern for aocorate geographical details. 

However, as the interest in the philosophy of Inhumanism grew or 

as the Idea developed, less attention was paid to geographical details. 

In fact, of the narratives published since 194.8, not one documents the 

movements of the central characters along the hills and canyons. In the 

long poem, "The Double Axe," there is only one specific reference to the 

geography of the coast: " . . . they took the bushed-over shortcut, not 

for years used, / Up Llagas Ridge." Of Hungerfield, it is told that 

he was a man from Horse Greek. The road to î lonterey is mentioned once: 

"They were driving the coast-road / Where it loops into Torres Canyon . . 

.15 

Not only are geographical details used in the narratives but they 

are also used as background or inspiration for the lyrics. Even the 

titles of the poems illustrate the great use Jeffers makes of the sur

rounding area. For example, in Hungerfield aqd Other Poems one finds 

such poems as "Carmel Point" and "Morro Bay." This identification of man 

and place together shows how successful Jeffers was in his search for 

roots in our rootless modern civilization. In his search for a philoso

phy the coast is important because its natural phenomena furnished him 

with the raw materials of local legends, of actual clashes between the 

barbaric nature and modern civilization, and of teii5)estuous storms, 

earthquakes, and other violences of nature to meet the need of violent 

JUL , 
Robinson Jeffers, 2 ^ Double ASS fiM Other Poem§ (Mew York, 

1948), p. 63. Hereafter cited as The Double Aĵ g. 

^^ Robinson Jeffers, I^ungerfield aM Other Poems (New York, 1954), 
p. 19. Hereafter cited as Hungerfield. 
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symbols for the poetry. Che of the most obvious symbols, in considera-
16 

tion of the Spenglerian Influence, is the end of the continent as the 

end of Western Civilization. This is a great factor in the natural de

scription found in "The Inhumanist," Part Two of "The Double Axe," which 

will be discussed fully in the following chapter. 

Besides putting down physical roots, a creative artist must estab

lish some critical principles about his craft. Although this study is 

In no way a consideration of Jeffers as a poetic stylist, his qualms and 

doubts about his writing, and his eventual refusal to follow the fashion

able school of obscurantists, are to be observed as part of the develop

ment of Inhumanism. Because communication (especially with the "future 

children") and individuality are two cardinal principles of Inhumanism, 

the Introduction to the Modem Library Edition of Roan Sj^ailioa, Tamar 

egad Other Poems is of interest. Moreover, he ^Sves here his philosophy 

of the metrics of modem poetry. Jeffers wrote this Introduction for the 

1935 edition of the poems, making the incident he describes fall sometime 

in the year 1914, the time Calif ornians was being written. He laments 

his lack of originality and the direction which American poetry was tak

ing at that time. 

. . . It had occurred to me that I was already a year older than 
Keats when he died, and I too had written many verses, but they 
were all worthless. I had imitated and Imitated, and tliat was 
all.l^ 

Oswald Spongier, Tj^ Decline of the West (New York, 1950). 
Numer»ous instances of Jeffers' reading of Spengler may be seen in his 
poems. For instance, Fergeson in ?Jlara reads Spengler. 

^^ gofla SlrftUiQ^i p. viii. 
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He cites Shelley and ijlilton as sources for his imitations. As an exan^Dle 

of some of the imitative work found in Galifornians. part of "Ode on 

Human Destinies" is quoted here. 

Here in the beautiful peninsula 
Most gladly would I rest, never to be 
A Wanderer more by land nor weary sea; 
Here gladly would I rest, and put away 
All hot and vulgar cares. 
All foolish-eager dreams, only to see 
The yearly blossoming of the stately pines. 
And the azure limpid sweet cloud-carrying airs 
That bathe the Santa Lucian summit-lines. 

Here gladly would I rest, and in high verse — 
Whenas that quickening spirit should have wrought 
Into full ripeness the hoarded patient thought — 
Of human fates rehearse 
Their majesty, that needs nor God nor goal: 
Thus if long time and tranquil were assured: 
But in my ears a word 
Of sunderanoe hath been spoken, and I know 
How soon from storn^ and fiery years Eny soul 
Yearn back upon her peace of long ago. 
This rare tranquillity. 
Therefore, albeit from heart and will more pure. 
Untimely thoughts, a theme not yet mature 
Are mine: but if occasion yield me space in any future days. 
Or truce of storm, I shall not fail to speak ^g 
In full what now in strains unworthy and weak, . . . 

The above quotation is a sample of the poetic diction of the en

tire book, which Powell has summed up in one sentence, "The diction of 

the second volume is distinguished chiefly by inversions and archaisms; 

the sea and the sky are still 'azure,' and the bias is for 'thee' and 

19 
'thou,' 'saith' and 'yearneth."» 

^^ Californians. p. 201. 

•̂ 9 Powell, Robinson Jeffers. p. 128. Note also "whenas" and 
"albeit." 
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About the poets who were writing fashionable obscurity, Jeffers 

states, "I did not want to become slight and fantastic, abstract and un-

20 
intelligible." In listing the methods of modern poetry, he says he 

does not want to become original by 

Renouncing intelligibility in opder to concentrate the music 
of poetry . . . Ideas has /sijj/gone, now meter had gone, imagery 
would have to go; perhaps at last even words might have to go 
or give up their meanings . . . These austerities were not for 
me; originality by amputation was too painful for m e . ^ 

In listing the losses of modern poetry, Jeffers has placed ideas 

at the head of the missing. Therefore, although he is not of the didac

tic school, Jeffers does place greater emphasis on the thought of a poem 

than on the mode of poetry as a mere verbal exercise. One last word on 

Jeffers' search for artistic roots; he continues in the Introduction: 

This book began to be written three or four years later. I was 
past my green sickness by that time, and did not stop to think 
whether the verses were original or followed a tendency, or 
would find a reader. $̂jor have I ever considered whether they 
deserved to find one.' 2'^ 

This is definitely a trace of Inhumanism, because the desire to communi

cate with "future children" if not with his own time, the disregard of 

an audience, and the idea that being concerned with the world's opinion 

is a kind of sickness are all characteristics of this philosophy. 

Roan 5iaiii2a> P« x. 

21 
22&£k Stallion, p. ix. 

22 
Roan Stallion, p. x. 
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The Search for a Belief 

In order that my discussion of the mature philosophy will have 

depth and dimension, it will be necessary to trace the development of the 

ideas through the poetry. While there are seeds of Inhumanism in the 

poems in Galifornians. the fully developed concept does not appear until 

1948, with the publication of T^ Double Axe. In the following chrono

logical survey of the poetry, Jeffers' Inhumanism will be traced by a 

consideration of his rejection of human emotion in favor of natural beau

ty; of his respect for the integrity of truth; of his growing awareness 

of God's nature; and of his use of the net and the Savior as symbols. 

Traces of the paradoxical plight of Jeffers' love of people and hatred 

of man in a civilized condition will be noted as illustrations of the 

"hate-love" theme of "The Double Axe." Through the writing, one discovers 

a shift in the audience to which the poetry is directed; this is signifi

cant because the early poems are directed toward "men, my brothers," and 

the later ones are spoken to "future children," suggesting perhaps that 

our age is too soft to accept the hard premises of Inhumanism. 

In the first published volume. Flagons afld Apples. 1912, Jeffers 

romanticizes, idealizes, and sentimentalizes a love affair with a mythi

cal "Helen," While these verses were being written for publication, 

Jeffers was suffering a great crisis in his private life. While at 

Occidental College in Los Angeles, he met Iftia Call Kuster, who was mar

ried at the time. This situation caused much anguish for the pair (which 
» 

Is reflected in this book) until their own marriage in Seattle in 1913. 
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In addition to the love affair, Jeffers was ejqDeriencing a painful 

shedding of adolescence, including a quest for a religious belief, the 

repudiation of parental authority, and the aampling of the pleasures of 

wine and women. Jeffers describes this time of soul searching in the 

following sonnet taken ftom his sonnet sequence, "The Truce and the Peace." 

All In a simple Innocence I strove 
To give myself away to any power, 
Wasting on women's bodies wealth of love. 
Worshipping every sunrise mountain tower; 
Some failure mocked me still denying perfection, 
Parts of me might be spended not the whole, 
I sought of wine surrender and self-correction 
I failed, I could not give away my soul. 
Again seeking to give myself I sought 
Outward in vain through all things, out through God, 
And tried all heights, all gulfs, all dreams, all thought.^ 

But as Squires observes, "Whatever one wishes to make of Flagons 

and Apples, one must face \xp to the fact that the Jeffers who wrote the 

24 

love songs is the antithesis in most ways of the later man." 

Of the importance to Jeffers of his love for Una, he has said in 

the Introduction to the Selected Poetry: 

The first of tbese accidents /which formed his poetry, the sec
ond being the discovery of the coasj[7 was my meeting with the wom
an to whom this book is dedicated, and her influence, constant 
since that time. Uy nature is cold and undiscriminating; she ex
cited and focused it, gave it eyes and nerves and sympathies. She 

^^ "Sonnet Ten," Roan ?̂•ffl;i3,!Q̂ir PP. 247-248. 

^ Squires in Kia Loyalties, p. 23, devotes an entire chapter to 
the revolt of Jeffers against his father and traces much of the narrative 
symbolism to this conflict. See especially Chapter I, "The Destroying 
Prodigal." For biographical facts consult Powell, Robinson Jeffers. 
Chapter I, which includes memoirs by fellow college students. 
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never saw any of my poems until they were finished and t,/ped, yet 
by her presence and conversation she has co-authored every one of 
them. Sometimes I think there must be some value in them, if only 
for that reason. She is more like a woman in a Scotch ballad, 
passionate, untamed, and rather heroic — or like a falcon — than 
any ordinary person. ̂^ 

It is to Una Jeffers that his volumes are dedicated, and Hungerfield was 

written to express his grief at her death in 1950. 

Whereas Flagons and Apples romanticizes a sentimental love affair. 

Its idealism is its most significant characteristic, and it is this same 

idealism which carried over into the next volume, Calif ornians. 1916. 

In "A Westward Beach" Jeffers calls to mankind to look to his solution 

and to follow after him so that all might live in brotherly love: 

Oh men, my brothersl even you 
She would accept, unfetter. 
Look up into the free and blue; 

Have you no dreams of better 
And purer lives than those you lead 
About the market-place, and feed 
With endless labors endless greed? 

You are strangers to the earth and sky, 
And all their wonders flung you 

Like pence to beggars: you, not I, 
Are exiles: from among you 

I am gone home: but follow me, 
And we might live as brotherly 
As the brown hills axKi the blue sea. 

Ivteanwhile, my voice may reach so far 
As to your ears, and waken 

Some spark within you, the one star 
Your chimneys could not blacken: 

And I will plead and I will cry. 

25 
Selected Poetry, p. xv, 
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' And rage at you^ and pass you by. 
And wander under the open skgr.^ 

To a stodant of the later pooas the fact that Jeffers would call 

man "brother" is ahocklng. NeTsrthaless, the desire that man should fol

low his example and seek retirement is compatible with the later ideas, 

but the Inhumanist would desire that mankind seek his salTatlon In anoth

er canyon or even on another coast. For, as the old man In X ^ Double 

^^B^ resents the Intrusion of Snapper, his dog| and Seagull, his daughter, 

Jeffers resents the intrusion of the suburban davelopaent houses onto 

his beloved penlasala,'^' Jeffers, In the later poems, addresses his 

pleas of salvation to the future generations instead of to those men who 

live at the present time. Yet even while jBtfers was calling man his 

brother, there was a trace of the Inhumanist spirit, for it is only with 

the men who will quit civilization and follow the trail back to nature 

that he can live In brotherly affection. 

The first real egression of the Inhumanist Ideal comes in "Roan 

Stallion^" where the advice Is given to break away f^om humanity. 

Uuoj^ Huaanlty Is the 
Start of the race; I say 
Humanity Is the mold to break away Aroa, the 

crnst to boreak 

Qallforn^iUngf pp. 150-151* See also "Ode on Human Destinies," 
p. 7 above9 for early Jaanlfestations of pantheism. A note of Interest 
on recuxTlng characters, in "The Mill Creek Farm," a reference is made 
to Cauldwell's randv (p» 130)• 

^ In this regard see especially "November Surf," Selected £sa:to; 
yhe Women A & tSt^JSk S"r* P* 9$ "Oacaa," p. X46» QuiaLi •^ the Introdue-
tioa to ^sMn. SJitUJjSk* "This tetotlful plaos defaced with a crop of sob-
orban hoosest" gBararftyMt ?• 97. 
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throtigh, the coalite break into fire. 
The atoa to be n p U t . ^ 

Three years later in the "Prelude" to J ] ^ Women ai Point Sur. 

Jeffers e^q^ands this idea and comments on it as a further e3q)resslon of 

his views on hu«anlty« 

• • . Humanity Is needless. 
I said, "Humanity is the start of the race, the gate to break away 

Aram, the coal to kindle. 
The blind mask crying to be slit, with eye-holes." 
Welly now it is done, the mask slit, the rag burnt, the 

starting-post left behind: but not in a fable. 
Culture's outllted, art's root-out, discovery's 
The way to walk in. Only remains to invent the language 

to tall it, Ifiatch-ends of burnt experience 
Human enough to be understood. 
Scraps and metaphors will serve. The vine was a little 

too strong for the new wine-skins. ̂^ 

The "mask orylnc; to be silt" is the Jeffers desire for truth without any 

shaa lllttalons or false beliefs. The quest of one modem man for truth 

30 
la related In "Ifsra," a long narrative in SSL hBBOL &k iki SSA» 1941* 

Tbe beauty of solitude (later "a luxury" to the old man of X ^ Double 

42ft) is lamented, giving further indication of the poet's attitude toward 

mankind In the mass* 

I drew solitude over me, on the lone shore. 
By the hairiD-pertth stones; the hawks and the gulls 

M 
^ Hoan afcallion. p. 13, 

^ Jeffers, JJat Women fti Point SHE (New York, 1927), p. 10. Here
after cited as T^ Women. 

^ ^blnson 4'effers, gft 4ae££ Siii, ^ SM (̂ ®̂  York, 1941)> pp. 
3-67. Hereafter cited as fift AB£E£ §^ J ^ Silft* 
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are never breedcers of solitude. 
When the animals Christ was rumored to have died for 

drew in. 
The land thickening, drew in about me, I planted trees 

eastwards, and the ocean 
Secured the west with the quietness of thunder. I was quiet. 
Imagination, the traitor of the mind, has taken my solitude 

and slain it. 
No peace but many companions; the hateful-eyed 
And human bodied are all about me; you that love multitudes 

may have them,^^ 

^fenkind has begun to move into the Peninsula, and although in 

1916 in "A Westward Beach" he had called them brother and asked that they 

follow him, between 1916 and 1927, he has planted trees to shut out the 

noise and Insure the solitude which he now feels he must have for peace. 

Not only is ] ^ Women ai Point Sur an example of the development 

of the attitude toward humanity, but it also is the closest to The Double 

Axe in still another respect — that of horror. As Dwight FicDonald says 

in his review of the book, "Not since the later Elizabethans has there 

been such a witches' dance of incest, suicide, madness, eidultery and Les-

32 
blanism." Curiously, Squires uses almost the same words to describe 

the poem: "This orgasm of death is the final in^jression of the poem, 

and as such it seems more nearly a summons to a witches' sabbath than an 

invitation to morality. "̂ -̂  Despite the feeling of the critics that the 

poem falls in its intent, Jeffers affirms his own attachment to it in the 

introduction to the Selected Poetry. 

31 
The Women, p. 9. 

32 
Powell, Robinson Jeffers. p. 43. Quoted from ^ e lascellany. Sept. 1930. 

33 
Squires, ^^ I^oyai^U^g, p. 35. 
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IkWiKtA ** 'V-Ŝ  ^*l-, i^^jT - %^^ 

liaa ISSSa ^ P*ln^ j§yc seems to me — in spite of grave faults — 
the most inclusive, and poetioally the most intense, of any of 
my poemsi it is omitted from this selection because it is the 
least understood and least liked, and because it is the longest.''^ 

Although this poem was written to assert the value of "old-fash

ioned morality," the primary goal was to warn any disciples that Inhuman

ism might acquire of the dangers of misinterpretation of the principles. 

Another intentlzm, this time a primary one, was to show in 
action the danger of that Roan Stallion Idea of "breaking out of 
humanity," Bislnterpreted in the mind of a fool or a lunatic . . . 
Just as Ibsen^ in ] ^ f p ^ fitafk. made a warning against hi» own 
Idea in the hands of a fool, so Point Sur was meant to be a warn
ing; but at the same time a reassertlon. 

In a study of the philosophy of a poet the intentions he had in 

the coiqposltljpn of a poem may be as ij^)ortant as the poem Itself — es

pecially if the poem does not happen to come off as intended. In this 

regard, Jeffers has listed his intentions for Jj^ Women l̂e Point Suri 

ii a An attcn^t to unecnter the human mind from itself. There 
is no health for the individual whose attention is taken up with 
his own JBlnd and processes | equally there la no health for the 
society that is always Introverted on its own nejabers, as ours 
becomes oore and more, the Interest engaged Inward in Icve and 
hatred, companionship and eoflqpetitlnn. These are necessary, of 
coursCf but they absorb all the inter-est, they becoae fi^tal. Ill 
past cultures have died of introverslixi at last, and so will this 
onCf but the Indlridual can be free of the net in his mind. It 
is a iBattcr of "trans-valuing values," to UAC the phrase of some
body that lecal pceple aoouse me quite falsely of derlflng fTok. 

I have often used Incest as a symbol to express these Intro-

Selected Poetrv. p. xlil. 
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versions, and used it too often. 

2) The book was meant to be a tragedy, that is an exhibition 
of essential elements by the burning av/ay through pain eind ruin 
of inertia and the unessential. 

3) A valid study in psychology; the study valid, the psycliol-
ogy morbid, sketching the growth of a whole system of emotional 
delusions from a "private impurity" that was quite hidden from 
consciousness until insanity brought it to the surface. 

4) Therefore a partial and fragmentary study of the origin of 
religions which have been necessary whether we like it or not, 
yet they derive from a "private impurity" of some kind in their 
originators. 

5) A satire on human self-importance; referring back to (l). 

6) A judgement of the tendencies of our civilization, which 
has very evidently turned down hill.'̂ '̂  

The first and fifth statements are important in considering the 

development of Jeffers' mature ideas. In the first statement of inten

tion a mention is made of "the net in the mind" referring to human pre

occupation with emotion and self-gratification. The symbol of the net 

is an in^ortant one in Dear Judas and T ] ^ Double Axe. Since the uncen-

terlng of the mind of the individual and of the civilization from itself 

is a recurring theme from this point on, the man who believed that man

kind could manage to live in "brotherly love" should be remembered. In 

these statements of his intentions are found the basic principles of In

humanism, or the uncentering of the mind from itself, the necessity of 

pain for the discovery of truth, and the use of "the net" as a descrip

tion of the mind of man which is still introverted. 

So by 1927, Jeffers has achieved the first full preliminary 

35 
Quoted in Squires, J ^ Loyalties, pp. 32-33. 
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statement of his mature theory. Squires declares that the doctrine of 

Inhumanism "has not manifested any essential change since 1927." Yet 

the very passage he chooses to quote to illustrate his premise tends to 

negate his stateiient. 

I say that if the mind centers on humanity 
And is not dulled, but i^mains powerful enough to feel its 

own and the others, the mind will go mad. 
It is needtful to remember the stone and the ocean, without 

the hills over the house no endurance. 
Without the domed hills and the night.^^ 

There is some change, fuller and more deeply realized. Although 

the quality of endurance is still present in The Double Axe, it is ex

panded from the mere solace and stoical fortitude shown above into a vir

tue bringing its possessor into union with God: "But still remains the 

endless injjuman beauty of things; even of humanity and human history. / 

The inhuman beauty — and there is endurance, endurance, death's nobler 

37 
cousin. Endurance." In addition to the revaluation of endurance, the 

idea that the mind which centers on humanity will go mad has been alter

ed also in "The Double Axe," as shown in the love of Seeigull and Cleve, 

unless love itself is a madness. 

A further e3q)ression of Jeffers' ideas during 1927 can be found 

in fifteen lyrics which were first published in a small anthology of 

Louis Uhtermsyer called 4 Miscellany of American Poetry. In this col

lection, the poems of which have been reprinted in the Roan Stallion. 

36 
Squires, 2122. Loyalties, p. 131. 

37 
T ^ Double Axe, p. 81. 
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Modem Library Edition, the love of humanity, which was first shovm in 

Califorr^lrW^a and which is paradoxiccLLly a part of the Inhumanistic prin

ciple, appears again. 

It is not good to forget over what gulfs the spirit 
Of the beauty of humanity, the petal of a lost flower blows 

seaward by the night-wind, floats to its quietness.^° 

The above quotation shows us that Inhunaanisut embodies a great 

love of humanity coupled with the desire for unity with nature — the 

paradox of which is the theme of conflict In Dear Judas. "Meditation on 

Saviors," and 2 M Double Axe^ where the problem is resolved. That the 

unity of the Inhumanistic love and hatred of humanity can be achieved 

in a mystical eaqjerience also is foreshadowed by one of this group of 

poems, "Credo." 

The mind 
Passes, the eye closed, the spirit is a passage; 
The beauty of things was born before eyes and sufficient to 

itself; the heart-breaking beauty ^o 
Will remain when there is no heart to break for it. 

Strangely, the poetry of this year (1927), especially the I^TICS, 

is closer to Jeffers' mature ideas of the forties and fifties than any 

produced by him in the early tdiirtles. Although submerged, the growth 

continued and gradually his ideas crystallized. 

Roan Stallion, p. 277. For further exa^xDles against Jeffers' 
being a misanthrppe see "Con^Donsation," p. 280; "Promise of Peace," p. 
202; and "Post Mortem," p. 284. 

^^ Roan ffli^jiyop^r p. 295. A truly mystical poem of this period 
is "Noon," p. 291. "I lie naked /. . , In a hollow of the shadowless 
rocks, / Full of the 0od, having drunk fire." 
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The following year Jeffers' Cawdor^ (1928) emphasized still an

other facet of Inhumanism — the dignity and beauty of man in tioments of 

high tragedy and pain. To the publishers of the book, Jeffers \7r0te of 

this volume: 

I think of Cawdor as making a third with Tamar 3:.d The T'omen ^ 
Point Sur; but as if in Tamar human pXfairs had been seen look
ing westweird against the ocean; in Point Sur looking upward, 
minimized to ridicule against the stars; in Cawdor looking east
ward, against the earth, reclaiming a little dignity fTon that 
association.'^ 

Again the idea that man is noble and beautiful because of his 

association with nature or the earth appears, but now man has also ac

quired dignity in addition to natural beauty, because of his ability to 

suffer. The aspect of human dignity and value is illustrated most by 

the beauty of the two death scenes in the title poem — that of the old 

42 

man and that of the caged eagle. This fulfillment of the man's de

sires shows Jeffers to be, not a misanthrope, but an understanding fel

low-sufferer, "Whatever he had wanted / To do or become was now accom

plished . . . " His sombre comment of the ecstasy after death and before 

decomposition begins to set in is in character: 

Pain and 
pleasure are not to be thought 

Important enough to require balancing: /the detached observe^/ these 
flashes of post-mortal felicity by mindless decay 

^° Robinson Jeffers, Cawdor and Other Poems (New York, 1928). 
HerecUfter cited as Cawdor. 

^ Powell, Robinson Jeffers. p. 46. 

^ Selected Poetry, pp. 182-187. 

file:///7r0te
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In the passionate terms of human e3q)erience are not resolved, 
not worth it. (p. 185) 

Typically, however, Jeffers embodies the glory of existence in 

the death dream of the caged eagle. "The unsocial birds are a greater 

race" than man, he declares. As the soul of the bird soars upward to 

some union with reality, a panorama unfolds as the circling soul sees 

first only the canyon with Cawdor's figure; then 'die ocean and the coast-

range hills; then the "Ridges beyond Cachagua" and the Sierras; finally 

it is able to see the desert and the edge of night as it is "sliding 

toward Asia" and the entire continent. In this climb of the eagle's 

soul, Jeffers managed to compress the history of the past and his proph

ecy for the future, "Growth and decay alternate forever, and the tides 

returning." (p. 187) The final glory for the eagle is the realization 

Of the meaning of life and union with Peace, This implied meaning of 

the eagle's death is the unification with God in a mystic experience 

after death, which is Jeffers* concept of immortality. 

^ The Double Axe the old man hears a tortured cry which moves 

him to ask if life is not a reflection of greater pain. The following 

passage ftom Cawdor is a definite foreshadowing of this idea. 

. . . life was more than its functions 
And accidents, more important than its pains and pleasures, 
A torch to burn in with pride, a necessary 
Ecstasy in the run of the cold substance. 
And scape-goat of the greater world, (p. 187) 

Also with the triun^jh of the eagle appears an anticipation of the dual-

istlc aspect of "hate-love" of humanity; "They /m§^ are giants in 
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agony."^ In the poem "Soliloquy" Jeffers characterizes himtolf as he 

does the old man in Xl|£ Double Axe. "You shall be called heartless and 

blind; / And watch new time answer old thought . . ."'^ The plight of 

the budding Inhumanist in cutting himself off from the rest of humanity, 

the difficulty of any man to endure being ignoired, is treated gently: 

"It is almost as foolish my poor falcon / lo want hatred as to want love; 

45 
and harder to win." 

Of all tl-e poems found in Cawdor, that which is the nost important 

in the study of the formulation of the philosopby of Inhumanism is the 

loose and vaguely-obscure "ifeditation of Saviors." That Jeffers has been 

deeply concerned with the saviors of mankind can be seen by a review of 

characters: the Rev. Dr. Barclay in Point Sur. Christ in "The Coast-

Range Christ" and Dear Juda,s. Clare Walker in »*The Loving Shepherdess," 

the Hanged God in "At the Birth of an Age," and Jeffers himself in the 

46 
general conoept of many lyrics. A reason given for this interest in 

the savior figure is that Jeffers has been ten^ted to set up his ideas 

as those which have salvation inherent in their acceptance and their un

derstanding. Since the full meaning of the casting off of the net will 

be studied later, it is significant to note here only that the image of 

the net first appears poetically in "Meditation of Saviors," having ap-

Poetry. p. 194. 

^ gej^egte^ ££etoc, p. 195. 

45 
Selected Poetry, p. 196. 

^ Pertinent to this aspect of the poetry is V/. S. Johnson's arti
cle "The Savior in the Poetry of Robinson Jeffers," in American Litera
ture. XV, pp. 159-168. 
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I peered previously in the statements of the poet's intentions when he 

wrote Point Q^^ This net is the nervous system or the pl^ysical being 

of asnki nd which it must somehow overooos in order to live in harmouy 

with nature. In the poem Jeffers restrains his natural urge to love hu-

eealtyi he eondeans Christians for praising love without being able to 

understand that which they praise. He syzopathises with the sufferings 

of Jesusy yet knowing that the sea and the stars are his "rook," he can 

only admire and not believe. Since, following his creed of acoeptlng 

llfby he cannot flee from people because they are part of the God he 

seeks, he Is teapted for the sake of the unborn children to becoiae a sav^ 

lor. let since man dies and becomes a part of the God, he needs no sav

ior. Until this final union with reality, Jeffers gives the following 

advice. 

But while he lives let each man make his health in his mind, 
to love the coast opposite humanity 

And so be freed of love, laying it like bread on the waters; it is 
worst turned inward. It is best shot farthest. 

Love, the mad wine of good and evil, the saint's and murderer's, 
the mote in the eye that makes its objeot 

Shine the sun black; the trap in which it is better to catch the 
4r̂hiiniftn God than the hunter's own image.^' 

The first positive statement on the results of living an Inhumanistic 

life is given here and is coordinated with the requirements of cutting 

away from humanity and loving God rather than man. 

Significantly, the long narrative written immediately after the 

Selected fisSJhE£» P« 204* 

fSh' -'d V: A;.'-.,'̂, 
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"Meditation on Saviors" was the dramatic poem "Dear Judas," in Dear 

iJS^MM iM, ittbiC yoens (1929), another look at the religion of the world. 

According to this poem, there is an ambiguity in the character of Jesus; 

for Jeffers condemns the suffering Jesus and his followers have caused 

the world, yet admires the nobility of the conoept and the idea of sac

rifice for one's beliefs. The symbol of the net is used many times in 

this narrative. The net is human passion, human bodies, and human de

sires as (^posed to the siaqplldty of divine will — this tbe ineseapabil-

ity o£ the net can be seen traces of Jeffers' Galvinlstic baekground. f̂ 

Mary sings: 

I bid you fishermen mending brown nets 
On the white sand, 
I bid you beware of the net, fishermen. 
lou never can 8e4 it. 
It flies through the white air and we 

%m ell are snapped in it. 
No, but look round you. 

«ii 4|, . * lou see men walking and they seem to be free. 
But look at the faoes, they're caught, 

f > There was never a man cut himself loose.^ 

Judas in his own character illustrates this figure by translating the 

net into cruelty: "what a net of cruelty / Life gasps in, inextricably 

involved."^^ Jesus accepts the net as God's, but his desire for power 

is too strong, so he too is trapped. His interpretation of Mary's song 

Is "It meant the net of God'i will. A song / That fountains power to 

^ Robinson Jeffers, Dear Judas and OUler P P C M (New York, 1929), 
p. 12, Hereafter cited as Segc Mfifi. ^^^ ^^ Mary's speeches carry 
references to the net of life, and her character reflects the concept, 
pp. 11, 15» 30 and 31. 

^' fiMS ^*^11 ju 17. k detailed analyiis of this symbol can be 
found in Squires, JJOSL Loyalties, pp. 123*125• 
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the peipBrfUl, and t~o~all, endurance." Thus even the net is given the 

favorable aspect of enduring. Tbe character of the Inhumanist is taken 

by Lasarus, who, having risen from the dead, is free from the a£5)irations 

and fears of mortals. He is the ideal detached observer, for be has, in 

reality, crossed to "the coast opposite humanity." Therefore, sinoe he 

•peaks from this vantage point, it is significant that he defines the net 

as human passions and emotlona. 

Of the other poems in the volume, the most surprising is the very 

tender "Tbe Loving Shepherdess," in which Jeffers wanders up and down his 

•coast qpinning a fable of a girl whose entire motive for life was altru

istic lote for mankind. Bar martyrdom to this cause is touched with 

trsgedy and beauty. Glare is a symbol of the tragic end of those who 

turn their whole mind upon humanity. Her tender care of the sheep is 

the sans care which Jesus shows toward his followers in "At the Birth of 

an Age." Clare's plight is preparation for the destiny of Heine Gore, 

the central feminine character of "The Double Axe." In "The Broken Bal

ance," another poem in Dear Judas, though the advice is again to "widen 

your minds' eyes to take mountains / Instead of faoes, and millions / 

Instead of persons; not to hate life; and massed power / After the lone 

hawk's dead." This poem is addressed to an audience of children, a 

narked change in audience from the first poetxy. Whereas in the begin-

nlng» he addressed men, now he feels that only the children can be saved 

from tbe gathering fall. let even in this despairing mood, misanthropy 

is not his refuge; only the civilisation which drew men away fTom the 

^ gsa£ iaduH iP̂  116. 
SC.'.--
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rbythM of nature and the eontenqplation of God is that which draws his 

hatred* ("The beautiful places killed like rabbits to make a city."^^) 

Mankind is seen to possess a "fantastic virtue, / A faint end unshapely 

pathos • • ." The discovery of virtue in man is affirmed in the Inhuman

istic attitude toward life, the passport to which ha has given in "Birth-

dues," 

Ranking with "Meditation on Saviors" in iii5)ortance in the tracing 

of Jeffers' idees, "Blrthdues" is an eighteen-line, lyric summation of 

those Ideas expressed in the prewious poems. The rejection of human 

eaotioni the acceptance of and puarlfying power of pain, the irrational

ity of the world's God, the affirmation of this God, and tbe different 

ways of approaching God are all telescoped into the first twelve lines. 

Jeffers' eolutlon is to fall in love with God. He who does that may 

have joy and pleasure and peace, but must nevertheless realise that these 

are but lUusionst 

He has joy, but joy is a trick in the air; and pleasure, but 
for pleasure is contej^>tible; 

And peace; and is based on solider then pain. 
of ' He has broken boundaries a little and that will estrange 

him; he is monstrous, but not 
To the measure of tbe God . . .But I having told you — 
However I suppose that few in the world have energy to 

hear effectively — c^ 
Have paid my blrthdues; am quits with the people. 

51 
Dear Judas, p. IIB. 

^^ Dear Jaiaa. p. 121. The same ideas are expressed in "The Hu
manist's Tragedy#" p. 122-126, although not as lucidly, because they are 
chained te the Anuwwoark of the Greek qyth of King Pentheus' death at 
the Imnis of his moth»r, ibo is in a god's control. The interest of this 
poem is the "Slit eyes in the mask" figure which is an echo of Point ggc. 
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The duallstic concept of the love of man (in giving him the answer to 

the problem of reconciliation with God) and the hatred of man (the re

nunciation of mankind, as expressed in the last line of the poem) are 

joined into an integral unit in this poem. That these are parallel 

forces at this state of Jeffers' development emphasizes how late Jeffers 

formulated his final philosophy. Those who honestly attempt the impossi

ble do not arrive at a valid answer at twenty-one'. 

Possibly an outgrowth of the desire to be a savior, Give Your 

Heart %o Hawks (1933) places much emphasis on future children. The hope 

embodied in the children of the future is reaffirmed in the concluding 

lines of the narrative. As she climbs down the cliff to retrieve the 

body of her husband who has just leaped to his death on the rocks below, 

Fayne says, "I could not keep you, but your child in my body / Will 

53 
change the world." This hope of modern civilization in the unborn 

children was also used in Point Sur (1927), where lilaruca, the Indian 

primitive woman, was left with a wild Christ in her womb. The concern 

for future children is one facet of Jeffers' belief in the cyclic theory 

of history which he discusses significantly in The Double 425fi. 

The remainder of the lyrics in this volume deal with different 

aspects of Inhumanistic ideas. For instance, "A Little Scraping" tells 

the ease with which one can break out of modern shams; "Intellectuals" 

and "Triad" treat the difficulty facing those who have not the courage 

53 
Selected Poetry, p. 456. This hopefulness has been the source 

of cr i t i ca l controversy. Frajara Taylor, "The Hawk and the Stone," 
Poetry: A Magazine 2£ Verse. Oct. 1939, pp. 39-46, affirms the hopeful 
note which I endorse; however. Squires disagrees, p. 116. He says that 
in the hlstoricad sense there i s hope, but since Jeffers has no sympathy 
with her creed, he ignores i t . 
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to stand alone and find God. The duties of a poet who "listens to the 

splendor of God" and yet can find no way to make others understand" our 

"all but inhuman God" and his "invulnerable love" are treated in "Crumbs 

or the Loaf," "Intellectuals," and "Still the Mind Smiles.«^^ 

In the volume Solstice and Other Poems (1935) there is one who 

"listens to the splendor of God" in the character of Gudrun, the heroine 

of "At the Birth of an Age." Much of the value for this study is found 

in the introduction to the poem, which deals vaguely with a happening in 

the camp of Attila the Uun the night that Gudrun, his Teutonic wife, and 

55 

her brothers die. Her actions prove that she is of the same stock as 

Tamar, Madrone Bothwell, and other wildly-uninhibited heroines of the 

Monterrey Peninsula. She is another ^dea, in that she has married an 

enemy, caused the death of loved ones (a husbajid in this case), and is 

instrumental in the death of her three brothers, while at the same time 

bringing down the spectre of failure on the horde of Attila. Jeffers 

points out the themes in this poem: 

The theme of self-contradiction and self-frustration, in 
Gudrun's nature, intends to e3q>ress a characteristic quality of 
this culture-age, which I think should be called the Christifiui 
Age, for it is conditioned by Christianity, and — except a few 
centuries' lag — concurrent with it. Its civilization is the 
greatest, but also the most bewildered and self-contradictory, 
the least integrated, in some phases the most ignoble, that has 
ever existed. 

Selected Poetry, pp. 457-461. See also "Inscription for a 
Gravestone:" "I am not dead, I have only become inhuman." For immor
tality concepts, see also "Shakespeare's Grave," pp. 480r4Bl. 

55 
Seleoted Poetry, p. 505. 
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It is possible here, reflecting on the previously cited quotation illus

trating Jeffers' development and struggle for identity, that this theme 

in Gudrun's nature is not entirely foreign to Jeffers' own personal ex

perience and personality. Ke continues: 

All these qualities, together with the characteristic restless
ness of the age, its energy, its extremes of hope and fear, its 
passion for discovery, I think are bred from the tension between 
its two poles, of Western blood and superimposed OrientfLL reli
gion . . . This tension is really the soul of the age, which will 
begin to die when it ceases. 

The influence of Spengler is evident in this introduction: 

In modern times the direction of the tension has shifted a little; 
the Christian faith is becoming extinct as an influence, compen-
satorily the Christian ethic becomes more powerful and conscious, 
manifesting itself as generalized philanthropy, liberalism, soci
alism, communism, and so forth. But the tension is relaxed, the 
age prepares for its long decline . . . I believe that we live 
about the summit of the wave of the age, and hence can see it 
more objectively, looking down toward the troughs on both sides, 
than our ancestors could or our more remote descendents will. 

Living at the summit of his own age, Jeffers dramatizes the spir

it of the age in the character of Gudrun, the heroine of the Volsung 

Saga. She is the central figure of a mystical experience who is "pray

ing to find the black honey of annihilation in some comb of darkness / 

66 
Back of the stars." Her discovery of the nature of God is important 

in that this personality is incorporated in a similar one in "The Double 

Axe" as a Sufferer. The God in the poem is a cross between Prometheus 

56 
For further discussion of the mystical aspects of this poem 

see Harold Watts, "Robinson Jeffers and Eating the Serpent," Sewanee 
Review XLH, (Jan.-?ferch, 1941) P- 39-55. 
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and ^oden, the Hanged God of Norse mythology. Gudrun learns that tl e 

God tortures himself to realize a l l sorts of icnowledge. She achieves 

f u l l unification with the God by eating a serpent and entering into the 

self-torture r i t e herself. 

The plea for Annihilation i s not the entire concept at this stage, 

however, for in a lyr ic in the same volume entitled "Rearmament", he says, 

I would burn my hand in a slow fire 
To change the future . . . I should do fool ishly. 

The beauty of modern 
Man i s not in the persons but in the 
Disastrous rhythm, the heavy and mobile masses, 

the dance of the 57 
Dream-led masses down the dark mountain. 

To protest th is "•dance of the dream-led masses" Jeffers includes a poem 

called "Signpost," which sums up the idea of Inhumanism for this volume. 

Civilized, crying how to be human again: this wi l l t e l l 
you how. 

Turn outward, love things not men, turn right away 
from humanity. 

Let that dol l l i e . Cnnsider i f you l ike how the l i l i e s grow. 
Lean on the si lent rock until you feel i t s divinity 
ittoke your veins cold, look at the si lent stars, l e t your eyes 
Climb the great ladder out of the pit of yourself and man 
Things are so beautiful, your love wi l l follow your eyeaa 
Things are the God, you wi l l love God, and not in vain. 

Of the next volume. Such Counsels yuu Gave to Me (1937), Squires 

has said that i t marks a transition from Freud to mysticism. Although 

t h i s might be consldei^d true, the beginning of mysticism actually seems 

57 
§e;!Te<?ta(̂  £2St££, p. 565. 

58 
Selected Poetry, p. 574. See also pp. 572, 575, 576 and 577. 
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to have come much earlier (as previously noted), and the spectre of 

Freud, i f one looks, can be seen even as late as Hungerfield. For exam

ple , the long narrative which gives i t s t i t l e to Such Counsels exanines 

the principle of dualism, using the doppleganger theme. Howard's other 

se l f says to him: 

You are typical , your fever 
And your failure from the one fountain. You wanted discovery 
And then refused i t , desired and yet not desired, loved and yet hated. 
The tension of the divided mind drove you on 
And brought you down; that tension, the spurs and curb-bit 
Of the present human world including i t s sciences. 

Not only does this mixture of inspiration and failure appear in the long 

poem of the volume, but i t i s also inherent in meuiy of the lyr ics which 

consolidate the opinions rather than dramatizing them. In "The Coast-

Road," Jeffers describes modern c iv i l izat ion as a destroyer of the good 

l i f e of the Peninsula, 

At the far end of those loops of road 
Is what wi l l come and destroy i t , a rich and vulgar and 

bewildered c iv i l izat ion dying at the core, 
A world that i s feverishly preparing new wars, peculiarly 

vicious ones, and heavier tyrannies, a strangely 
Missionary world, road-builder, wind-rider, educator, 

printer, and picture-maker and broadcaster, 
So eager, l ike an old drunken whore, pathetically eager to 

impose the seduction of her fled charms 
On a l l that through isolation might have escaped them . . . 
Where i s our consolation? Beautiful beyond belief 
The heights glimmer in the sliding cloud, the great bronze 

gorge-cut sides of the mountain tower up invincibly. 
Not the least hurt by th i s ribbon of road carved on their 

sea-foot.^ 

^^ Published in New York. p. 70. Hereafter cited as Such Counsel?. 

60 
Suoh Counsels, pp. 86-87. 
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Although Jeffers says "man's world is a tragic music," in the 

very next poem he praises a rancher for living a good life: "the wind-

struck music man's bones were moulded to be the harp for." The life 

of this rancher on the Peninsula seems noble in comparison to those lives 

described in "The Purse-Seine" in which man's cities are likened to the 

nets in which fish are trapped and their lights to the luminous fish 

caught in the net. In this vivid manner is illustrated the principle 

of the worth of the Individual against the mass — a cardinal principle 

of the Inhumanistic philosophy. This same value of the individual, his 

creed as opposed to the creed of the crowd, and his faith arrived at by 

his own way rather than by indoctrination are shown in "The Great-Sun

set," which is "Truth bound;" "Blind Horses" and "Thebaid," which leuaent 

that man needs a father and cannot be adult. "Hellenistics" is also ad

dressed to the coming generation. 

The value of the worth of man is definitely a transition in the 

development of his philosophy. The love of humanity is esqjressed poign

antly In "Air Raid Rehearsals." 

Unhappy time, why have you built your house 
So high that it cannot stand? I see that it has to fall; 
When I look closer I can see nothing clearly, 'ay eyes are 

blinded with rain. 

I see far fires and dim degradation 
Uhder the war-planes and neither Christ nor Lenin will save you. 
I see the March rain walk on the mountain, sombre and lovely 

on the green mountain. 

61 
Suoh Counsels, p. 94. "Then man will have come of age; he will 

still suffer and still die but like a God, not a tortured animal." (p. 91) 

Suoh Counsels, p. 98. 
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ff' I wish you could find tho secure value. 
The all-heal I found when a tormr time hurt me to the heart. 
The ^lender of Inhuman tilings: you would not be looking 

at each others' throats with your knives.°^ 

for the purposes of this study one of the most important lyrics 

of this voluee is entitled "The Answer." Jeffers tells the secret for 

survival as he understands it. According to the poem, one must not be 

deluded by dreams; one must accept the end of civilisations. The kernel 

of his thought is "Integrity is wholeness, the greatest beauty is / Or

ganic wholeness of life and things, the divine beauty of the universe." 

f That the thoughts expressed i|L his poetry embody his own philos

ophy and are not just poetic flights of fancy is shown in "Self-Criti

cism in February," in which he says, "I can tell lies in prose," imply

ing that to him poetry must be ooneerned with eternal questions and with 

eternal verities. The high sense of the honor and duty of a poet is 

hereby illustrated. This can be seen further in the "Theory of Truth," 

the last poem in Selected Poetry. He despairs of discovering truth; 

any search for it is "Foredoomed and frustrate / Only stained fragments 

/ Until the mind has turned its love from Itself and man, from parts to 

the whole." 

Thus committed to the truth as he sees it, Jeffers in 1939 empha

sised "the divine beauty of the universe" and the need to love things 

rather than man. The need to realize "wholeness" is an advance over the 

assertion in "Roan Stallion" that "Humanity is the mold to break away 

63 
Such Counsels, p. 101. 

64 
S^^ Qounaela. p« 107^ 
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from;" in "Roan Stallion" he did not go beyond the mere thought of break

ing away. But with the volume £ ^ Women ^^ Point Sur "the mask is slit 

. . . the starting post left behind," and he is on the road toward his 

mature philosophy, with searching eyes, refusing to accept the pat tra

ditions of our society. Since then, Jeffers has gone the path of In-

huaanisa, diverse elements of which arise from the conflict in Jeffers' 

mind between the love of humanity (the savior concept) and the hatred 

of the civilization which mankind has built — the hatred that so many 

critics have mistaken for misanthropy. The culmination of this search 

for an answer is "The Double Axe" in which the philosophy of Inhumanism 

is finally stated in its fullest outlines. 



CHAPTER II 

JEFFERS AS AN ANSWERER 

Jeffers' mature and ultimate answer to the eternal problem of 

what man's primary values should be is Inhumanism. This theory, as has 

been implied, is most fully developed in the long poem, "The Double Axe," 

which is part of a volume of the same name published in 1948. In fact, 

Jeffers states this purpose of the poem in the preface to the volume. 

Its burden . . . is to present a ogrtain philosophical attitude, 
which might be called Inhumanism /jeffers* first use of the term 
to designate this particular belie|/, a shifting of emphasis and 
significance from man to not-man; the rejection of human solipsism 
and recognition of the transhuman magnifioance < 

Since these ideas in their developmental state have already ap

peared in his earlier verse, their appearance in the later poetry is not 

surprising: what this volume gives us is Jeffers' own name for them, 

and the specific qualities of the characteristic behavior of an Inhuman

ist. In the preface he expands the definition of his word. 

This manner of thought and feeling is neither misanthropic nor 
pessimist, though two or three people have said so and may again. 
It involves no falsehoods, and is a means of maintaining sanity 
in slippery times; it has objective truth and human value. It 
offers a reasonable detachment as rule of conduct, instead of 
love, hate, and envy. It neutralizes fanaticism and wild hopes; 
but it provides magnificence for the religious instinct and ^ 
satisfies our need to admire greatness and rejoice in beauty. 

By reading the preface we are given the author's opinion of the 

meaning of his philosophy. Since these ideas are carried out in the 

The Double 4£a, p. vii. 
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poem itself, a detailed analysis would seem proper to illustrate the ful

fillment of them, 

"The Double Axe" is a long poem divided into two parts: "The 

Love and the Hate" and "The Inhumanist." The first part is a dramati

zation of a family caught in the net of all the human passions of love, 

hate, greed, and pride. The characters are plagued by false patriotism 

and the sense of guilt and futility. The second is a character sketch 

of an old man — The Inhumanist — as he watches the death throes of civ^ 

ilizatinn against the violently beautiful background of the seacoast 

country. There is a tale of human passions in this sectinn also, but it 

is subordinated to the central conflict of ideas. These two parts are 

essentially separate poems, related mainly by setting. The old man of 

the second part is the caretaker of the Gore ranch, which appears as a 

setting for the first part. The only other link is that the ghost of 

one of the main characters of the first part, Heine, appears to the old 

man in the second part as an omen of impending destruction. 

"The Love and The Hate" 

"The Love and The Hate" is the story of a soldier, Hoult Gore, 

who, having been killed in the Pacific war, supernaturally returns to 

his home to revenge himself on those who sent him to his death — his 

father, Bull Gore, and his mother, Reine, whose face in a vision called 

2 
him back from the dead. 

^ A similar plot is found in Jeffers' earlier poem, "Resurrec
tion" (Give Your Heart ^o Hawks, p. 153). In this poem the war is World 
War I, and the girl ie a former mistress who appears to give the desire 



No ordinary supernatural manifestation or ghost, lioult returns — like 

Lazarus — in his actual flesh, in his own mutilated body with the filth 

of the grave and the blood from his wounds still upon him. The horror 

of the situation is compounded by his decaying flesh; his incestuous 

love for Reine; and his brutal slayings, first of a dog, then of his 

mother's lover, and finally of his father. In addition to his violent 

physical actions, Hoult lashes out verbally at the cherished institutions 

of the church, the national government, the educational system, and the 

myth of progress. This excess of horror is Jeffers' nost proficient ve

hicle for a picture of modern civilization. 

As the story opens, Reine is returning from a rendezvous with 

David Larson, Hoult's best friend, whom she has taken as her lover. 

Hoult is waiting in the yard, and she is overjoyed to see him, thinking 

he is home on leave from the service. Because Hoult is risen from the 

dead, he knows everything, so he immediately accuses Reine of her un

faithfulness. Her denial of adultery makes her doubly guilty — first 

of adultery, then of lying, which is the sin Hoult hates most. When he 

tells her that he has been killed, she believes him to be only ill. He 

swears her to secrecy, so she does not tell Bull of his death or return. 

His father is unaware of Hoult's presence until the next morning when 

Hoult shoots the dog. The dog's death foreshadows Gore's own because 

both die from a similar spinal wound. Having arranged with David to go 

to rise from the dead. This poem ends more happily than the later one: 
"They were rather like one star than two people, for that night at least;/ 
So love had joined then to burn a moment for each other, no other star 
was needed in all the black world." Also foreshadowing "The Double A25g.'* 
is the last line: "AH things are possible again." 
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hunting the first day of deer season, Hoult begins his revenge on Gore 

by striking at his pride and his patriotism. Reine is shown the wound 

so that she will believe his story. 

During dinner the night before the hunt, Hoult confronts David 

with his affair with Reine. Reine acknowledges her guilt to Hoult and 

submits to his judgment because of her conviction that he is really ris

en from the dead. The next morning Hoult kills David while they are 

hunting; then as Gore rides to save the cattle from a forest fire, Hoult 

shoots him. With the fi3?e and Gore's death, Hoult's revenge is complete, 

and he and Reine consummate their incestuous love. The poem ends with 

Heine's riiadness and, after a life with Hoult's decomposing body for 

three weeks, her suicide. 

A short sketcn of the syr̂ ibolio meaning of the principal charac

ters of this part would be valuable before our general analysis. Al

though each person has reauListic qualities, he is more a symbol and 

spokesman than a real human being. 

Reine Gore is the mother. Symbolically, she is Europe, modern 

civilization, and the dreams of youth that are tarnished by life. She 

is the lost love of life and the receiver of the paradoxical "hate-love" 

which Jeffers feels for humanity. 

Hoult Gore is the soldier son returned from the dead. He is the 

youth who has not lived and therefore cannot die. He is the Crucified, 

Jeffers' embodiment of the savior image. He is also Lazarus come from 

the dead. He gives an answer to the meaning of death. It is in him 

that the conflict of "hate-love" appears. He is the destroyer and also 

the creator, for it is because of his revenge that the Gore's ranch is 
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left ownerless, enabling the old man of Part Two to use it as his home. 

Bull Gore is the father whose false patriotism has sent his son 

off to war at seventeen. He is the deluded American who believes all the 

things told him by the propaganda machine. He is misdirected brute force, 

truly "the bull," tormented past all knowledge of direction by the darts 

of the picadors and tired after running at all the false passes of the 

matador. He is finally shot "right in the string of the back. / Right 

in the loins" (p. 47). He dies without the understanding that Reine 

achieves. 

David Larson is Heine's lover. He is the weak corrupting influ

ence on civilization. He is the "nice" boy, the one who never believes 

in anything — the space filler — ttie hollow man. Reine is doubly cor

rupt because she turns from the strength of Bull to the weakness of David, 

thus illustrating the turn of civilization from strength — even misguid

ed brute strength — to the weakness and emptiness of doomed existence. 

The first value which is characteristic of Inhumanism is the beau

ty of nature. The sordid story has as a background Jeffers' beloved 

coastal country. This beautiful natural surrounding leads to an obvious 

symbolism which Jeffers makes use of — that of contrast between the ac

tions of man and the quiet beauty of things. This part of the poem both 

begins and ends with a reference to fire, suggesting the phoenix symbol. 

A forest fire which has happened a few years before is mentioned to em

phasize the repairs which nature has made: she has planted the hills 

with purple lupin. Poetically these hills are first archangels, then 

withdrawing gods, and finally, as the first human appears on the scene, 

are "great brown-furred animals walking across / The pale blue sky . . " 
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3 

(p« 3) Nature's beauty Is immediately contrasted with petty human ways, 

for Heine walks down through this beauty interested only "that the seed 

of two men could mingle / So kindly in her, without shame or disturb

ance" (p. 3)« So after the gorgeous panorama of the seasons of the hills, 

we have the contrasting picture of a middle-aged woman's having an affair 

with a boy her son's age and falling in love with him, 

A further contrast, the deep peace of the sea with the turmoil of 

the Gore household, is made when Reine locks out the window during 

Hoult's impassioned sermon sdvoeatizig the hanging of all the deceivers 

of humanity, "the pimps of war." 

Reine listened to him. 
And thought she was too exhausted to intervene. There 

was nothing. She went to the southward 
Wizviow, and set her face to the glass, 
And gased down the harsh gorge-bank to the dark sea, 

where it stood 
Like water in a well. The sun on her autumn-leaf hair 
Made a light in the room, (p, 18) 

The sea' s beauty is placid in this scene, but the following even

ing it becomes almost glorious, and Hoult himself remarks on the contrast 

between grandeur and pettiness, between the Westwai*d sky end the Westward 

islands where the war is being fought. 

Hoult looked beyond them 
At the deep^hearted west; low crimson, soaring smoked 

amber and high rose of sundown; • . . 
". . I'd nearly forgot the filth and sailed out into that 
Unhuman heaven. Look at it. Think of the little rats on 

the ocean islands biting each other 
Under that banner, that pure glory." (p. 35) 

IJ- _̂  Z^MlX page numbers refer to The Double 4at* 
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I While the sun sets, Hoult, since he is the only one with strength 

to rise actually Trom the dead, draws a picture for the spirits of his 

buddies who have come invisibly to watch his revenge. This picture shows 

a great rat trap on a Pacific island sketched in pale red Ink. This is 

comical because there is no bait in the trap. After dinner, he sketches 

[in catsi^ a man caught in the trap. The garish clash of the colors makes 

the drawing a horror. 

...The tomato red 
And pale smears of red Ink, their insane relation 
Ivlade the drawing an obso^ity; and out the west window 
The darkening sky over the foundered sun 
Wore the same cnlors^ acid pink and foul spot, 
As if the Indecent mind of man had Infeoted 
The endless Pacific sky: but that's not possible: — 

or is it? (p. 3^) 

The building ^p of the "color consciousness" of the reader is int* 

portent for the following episode, which Is a relnactment of the Last 

Si:^per« That this obsc^ie combination could Infect nature is significant 

in a consideration of Jeffers' belief that ultimately the universe will 

tire of the quarrels of man and his pettiness and sorape him off like a 

soab« The holocaust of fire at the end of Part (̂ e is almost this uni

versal cleansing because the bodies of Gore and David are consumed, 

Heine's mind is sacrificed snd Hoult's spirit ireturns to the grave. In 

a final hymn to the beauty of the fire, Jeffers says, "the grandeur / 

Eclipsed the terror" (p. 48) .^ 

^ Sinoe this section ends in a consummation of the human elements 
by fire, it is well to remember its beginning statement of Nature's re
pairs of such a deetruotion. 
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llrf^ Besides the eoq>hasis on the beauty of things, another trait of 

the Inhumanist illustrated in the poem is his high regard for truth* 

Hoult is the moutbpieoe for the ideas about its value. In fact, he says: 

"...It is the lies, it is the lies, it is the dirty lies. 
War-peddler's lies and the people's Imbecility 
That raked me out of the grave..." (p. 7) 

Heine, by having the affair with David and, moreover, by denying 

Itf incurs Hoult's wrath. For though he loves her, she must be punished 

for her corruption./ "If you hadn't lied to me, I would've told you 

Ijibotxt his deatji^," he answers to her questions when he first arrives. 

But although Reine receives much condemnation, it is Gore who bears the 

brunt of the punishment, fjpr it was his patriotic beliefs that sent Hoult 

to war in the first place. 

For example, In the first speech between them, as the dog dies 

painfully in the background, Hoult asks if the Legion has decided what 

the war Is about and mentions, "We had a captain that gave lectures, / 

But he was such a liar." (p. 13) A clue to the reason for the differ

ence in his treatment of his father and his mother tight lie in the fol

lowing quotation, 

...These blonds are bad liars. Dad. 
rpx lou must 'a' noticed, they have flags in their cheeks, 

But dark men like you and me, dark thick-skinned men 
^^ Can lie the world into h e U as naturally 
^ As babies breathe." (p. 13) 

Perhaps, because "blonds are bed liare," the Beines and Davids are not 

80 gttUty for the condition of the world as are the Gores, because the 

strength of Sull iepllea a fuudamental honesty and is conducive te be-

TEXAS TECHNOLOGICAL COLLEGE UBKAttX 
LUBBOCK. TEXAS 
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lief, no matter what wild tale he may be ejq)ounding. 

On the evening of the second day Hoult and Bull sit in the living 

roos and talk about the war. It is during this evening that some of the 

important revelations of the poem are disclosed. Gore gives the typical 

judgnsnt that the war would be over in two months because the Germans 

will not fight on their own soil. He hopes that they will get no mercy» 

neither the Germans*nor the Japanese. Then Hoult asks, "Why so fierce 

/ ...have you ever seen a flame-thrower?" Hoult prepares to expound hist 

gospel of truth. "I'm thinking of being a preacher, I got religion / 

Under fire, you know" (p. 18). The text of Hoult's sermon is to do away 

with all liars, all dealers in abstractions, all patriots, all world-

planners. 

ei'U go around and preach to the peoples For 
oi Christ's sake amen. We must build gibbets 

On every mountain-peak and every hig|t hill, 
fr- A H along the sky-line conspicuuus gibbets, and if any person 

Begins to say we have to save England or rescue France 
or avenge the Jews — take him up and hang him. 

He is pimping for war. If he says democracy. 
Remember they pinned for war and they will again — 

take him up and hang him. Or if he says we must save 
Oivilisations They said it: take them up and hang them. 

If they say, ify Country, 
Right or Wrong — they are pimping for war, take them 

up and hang them..." (p. 18) 

These abstractions attached are Gore's cherished beliefs, and the sermon 

does not crack his patriotic shell of self-delusion and conviction that 

everythii^ American is good, if only because it is American. 

A still further illustration of the beliefs of Inhumanism is shown 

in the saTicr insge. Hoult's embedlment of the savior image can best be 

illustrated by tracing the steps of his relationship with Reine through 
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the poem. As she realizes the truth of his resurrection and the sense 

of his statements about life, she follows the traditional steps of sal

vation i awareness of God, doubt, acceptance and repentance, baptise and 

union with God. 

In her denial of the guilt of adultery Reine feels the first pangs 

of guilt about her clandestine affair with David. The passion between 

the pair is foreshadowed in the description of their gaze upon aceting 

for the first time, "His brown eyes and her blue ones / Fed on each other 

in the light air" (p. 5). The use of the verb "fed" is significant in 

its implications of mutual appetite. 

There is the anguish of the destroyed ideal of the purity of Tioth-

erhood — the dream of youth — and also the pain of a jealous lover coa-

bined with the oracle of death in Hoult's accusation. The pent-up energy 

of the first long speech stems from the bottled up emotion accumulated 

from the grave and the realization of the tragedy of the falseness of 

the world. 

Some awful thing 
Has happened to you. Let me go, Hoult," He said, "You guessed it. 
There are millions and millions, but as far as I know I am 

the only one 
That has come back. It's unbelievablej how can they lie 

so still 
After being gypped and killed? Gypped by their governments 
And their fathers and their women: gypped out of life, 

fooled and despised and lied to, and stuck 
Under the mangrove roots and the black mud, under the coral sand 

and the Russian snow. 
And the cabbages in Europe. They're too submissive, they 

ought to damn patience and rise. Think of the 
Stinking armies of semi-skeletons marching on Washington: 

here comes your wah," he said, imitating 
The President's manner of speech, "here is your wah, you 

made it, 
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How do ywtt XiiHi it? ihile fllft~aeraan bpys 
Uhfox the reek-*lio3jes ef Berohteceaden, and all the l i t t l e 

killed mpm nip their Emperor to death — ha? That 
would be flne^ 

That would be J«eUce« But," he said aoaberly, "Juetice 
Begine at bone. So they e t i l l hawe those L^ion simpers. 
The peer dd warHheuode? Ah? The last Saturday 
In •r&ry aonths what a lifes I guess we don't lose much 
By dyij^ ycuag« It i s the l i es , i t i s the l i e s , i t Is the dirty llee> 
War-peddlere* l ice and the people's iadieeility 
That raked me out of the grave.*." (p« 6-7) 

m It is during this î peech that Reine becomes arare that Hoult is 

'net esEaetly hwiini her awareness being shown bar her fainting at Hcult's 

f^et* The phraee "t^lr women" instead of "motheam" Is important in de* 

fining the reletioiiship beteeen Hoult and Beiae* 

The phaee cf doubt bi^lns lamediately after Heine's first aware

ness cf Hoult*» disnged (̂ isrecter* She pleeds with Easel, the llexican 

hired girlf to relnf<xrce her sanity in denying Hoult's stosy. This 

dciditiag leets threiigli a period in whi<^ Hoult chastises her for her un

faithfulness hsr equating ber with all the rotten things in the world (p« 

15) • nsfmiymtt it ei^s on the evening of the second day after lioult's 

brutal semen on hanging all of those who lici inoludlng "the seducers 

of tM>yi«" 

OnScT Hoult and Beiae are in the room as the aun ia ahining on her 

hair* Thia ieuah of beauty prepayea far the hurror of eomBunicatien 

with one who la dead* let the phyaiaal horror ia overcome becauae of 

the tender and unique ocaent ef revelation beteeen them. The love ele-

nsnt ia very atawsg in thia saenat altfaeogh Hoult talks neatly about 

hate* 
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*lhy does your hair shine so? 
lour eyes don't shine. Oh, it is horrible 
To hate, and hate, and hate, and go over their reasons 

again 
And they had no reason to condemn me to death... 
And we were sold to death 
By liars and fools, (p. 19) 

Hoult dreams of the life be has never known and the love he never 

had. This love is identified with Heine, but since she is false, he 

must hate her also. Reine Is conscious of her guilt and corruption by 

now, so she says, not bitterly but calmly, that in life is degradation. 

"...I might have had Joy and freedom, and someone 
As beautiful as you. Mother, and loved her, even 
If she were false as you. If she were still kind. 
Who cares, who cares? But they pushed me down 
Out of the sunlight, out of the decent air into dirt and 

darkness: and I fought back, 
I ara only a bitter will holding up a corpse 
That walks and hates: even you, Mother, 

..,Be careful. 
I am degradation and death." She said, '"No, Hoult, life 
Is what degrades," (p« 20) 

But for Hoult| the embodiment of the Savior image, life oould 

have been good had it not been entangled with lies. 

They stole my life. I think it might have flowed dean 
Even to the floor of the Qwp^ Uy death's not clean... 
...I was nearly asleep. 
Nearly dissolved in the rank flesh of the Island: I saw your 

face 
Leaning over me like a little thin moon 
In that black sky. God, how I hated you«" She gaqpedt 

"I am not the one 
That aent you there." "And loved you," he said. "Hate-

love, death-life, x ^ knows 
Aiq>hibian« That was the tipBrkt without that 
This run-down engine would have..,run...down... (p. 20) 
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> Reine*s face, like a moon calling Hoult back from the grave, is 

^he lost beauty of humanity calling forth the Savior instinct In Jeffers. 

the conflict of "hate-love" is brought to the fore. Hoult feels that he 

l̂as been cheated out of "even the quietness and sleep of death" (p. 21). 

He cannot rest In death because he has never lived fully. 

He has never known a woman, so Heine's face can call him back. 

...7ou are beautiful. Mother. 
I didn't know you were beautiful. I 
Am evil, I think, an offense against Mature, an evil will 
Bearing up a corpse: will you put your arms around me 
And kiss me? I am lonely in pain. (p. 21) 

Here is the plea of the youth who has not lived, the hunger for 

someone to reach into the void. Pathos blends here with the horror when 

Hoult cries his Itmellness. 

...He was not like a son. 
But like a man. She strove against him and said, 
"Let me go. Ah. Ah. No," twisting her body 
Aside from him; he held her and said, "I told you 
I am degradation." (p. 21) 

Although his desire is strong, his body is weak, so Reine breaks 

away from his hold. They stand apart, and Reine realizes that, in a 

I "world grown monstrous, rabies-bitten / And nightmare-false," the things 

which once were wrong have no meaning now in co]i5)arlson with the other 

horrors of war. Her concluslcn is, "Disgust? — is not a presentable 

cause to be cruel" (p. 21*22) • 

Since the actual pi^lcal intercourse is denied Hoult and his lone

liness cannot be dispersed in that way, he suggests another form of ixi" 

tercourae, a tieeply aeuaual^oney -with Reine^s taking the male role. This 
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act is a coii^lex of n̂ raibola, with the-Gfarist-image sr^jreme. Tbe moosnt 

of revelation to Reine of his wound brings out the Inhumanist's en^hasis 

on the realization of pain for salvation. 

Hoult stood, panting hard, but his 
wooden face 

Had no expression and stared at her. At length he said, 
"There was a fellow in the Bible who said he wouldn't 
Believe until he'd laid his hand in the wounds. 
Okay: do so," He tore off the soiled tunic 
And dragged his shirt IQ) from the belt, and bared 
His chest's left side, it was black with wounds, and one 
Like a wide-grinning mouth, where a moartar-shell fragment 
Had crashed in throu^ two ribs, and enmawed itself 
In the lung's room. Heine whined in her throat and stood 
With shut eyes, tottering; her hand clutched her left 

breast 
As if all the pain were there. Hoult said, "You weak leaf. 
Can't you even look?" She fluttered her eyelids as if they 

squinted 
At the sun in his glory; and then wide open 
White-ringed stood staring. He said, "all right: put in. 
Put in your hand and believe," She whispered, •*! believe. 
Have mercy on me," (p. 22) 

Althuugh Reine prays to him, the divine element is so strong in Hoult 

that one must believe| peirtiaps even by faith; and one must obey. He is 

in coiiy}lete command of the situation, 

,.,"Damn you, put in your hand." 
She came like a sleepwalker feeling her way, 
Wide sightless eyes, and laid her hand on the purulent 
Lips of the wound. He aald> "Deeper," she slipped 
Her hand into the hollow, this lung was gone, she f^lt the 

dreadful 
I^ver of his body, and the heart flapping and leaping 
In- its wet sheathsi and the shudder of tbe diaphragm^ 
He breathed like a ruhning dog, ssying, "Deeper, deeper. 

Oh, 
Tott*re near me now. Oh, I've been lonely. 
Gut off by infinite hate and the foulness of death 

w^i' B^om all that live, — Draw it out dear. The pain. 
Ohf" he gaaped, "out!** She felt his heart clench and 

strangle, and hastily _„^______ 
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Dragging her hand sway, the ja^ eivl and s^lnter 
Of a rib aeored Ity her own blood in a monant 
Mixed with the bloody exudate, (p. 22-23) 

Proa this tine on Reine does not doubt; the step of belief was accom

plished with tdie symbolic uniting of the blood. However, shs still has 

not confessed her sin with David nor repented of it. 

That couple te acceptance of Hoult as the Savior comes after he 

establishes his ritual of futility, the reverence for those who die; 

needlessly in wars. It is a travesty of tlie ritual of the Last Si;q>per, 

"...Take it in remembrance of me. This 
is my body 

That was broken for nothing. Drink it: this is my blood 
That was spilled for no need. Oh, ves: for victory; 
That rat-sucked hawk-egg..," (p. 33; 

The image of the "rat-sucked hawk-egg" is the most powerful one Jeffers 

could have chosen, for, to Jeffers the hawk embodies all the noble attri

butes which should ideally belong to humanity. Therefore, victory, as 

is now won, is the empty shell of what had, at one time, the potential

ity of nobility. Thus, it is doubly empty because if it had not been 

destined for aoasthing better, it would not have been so disappointing 

on diaooverlng that it was eu^ty. 

Immediately after the institution of this ritual is the scene of 

Heine's aoceptanee of Hoult, her conversion scene. There is the asking 

of questionSf the confession of sins, and finally expiatiom and peace. 

Before the actual ccnversien, Reine is collared to Europe, another 

whore (p. 39). The inquirer makes the first step to the altar. 
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Reine shuddered and sald^ 
"What is death like?" Painful-eyed she was watching 
Ctoe of the laaxpMf the wick was wound too high and a 

snake-tongus 
Of amoke flicked up the glass, but she couldn't ^^^Q^P^ 
What was wrong nor how cure it; her strained blue gaze 
Worked baok and foz^h between that and Hoult's face: 
"What is death liia?" "What?" he said. "It's bad for birds, 

Iti's bad 
If life is good," "You are my lord and my king," she answered. 
"You will do what you please.* (p. ̂ O) 

If death is bed for those to whom life is good, then it follows 

that death must be good for those to whom life is bad, Reine knows what 

life is, so she accepts Hoult's answer hopefully. 

She felt a motion 
In her lap and looked down, and saw her own hand 
Crawl on the lap of her skirt over her thighs. 
White in the shadow, clenching and unclenching like a 

sick spider 
By its own will, not hers, and she could not atop it, she 

gasped, "Oh, HoultI 
Look here, look here." He came beside her and said, 
"What is it doing, is it writing?" She said, "It hurts. 

Oh — Houlti that dirty 
Thing that you theught and I denied it: I lied." "I know," 

he answeared. Ip. 41) 

mid 

ro.'l "I 

Thus Heult fulfills the figure of Christ, the all knowing. This 

"I know" is a algn of forgiveness and a benediction. 

Her hand lay quiet, and she said, "But now I loathe him,,." 
Hoult said... "It's funny about your hand being a truth-

teller i I know that sweat — 
I iiaticed an hour ago. The humble exoretionsi blood, 

sweat, and spit, as the fellow said. 
They tell the truth," Reine answered, "I am at peace, 
X think I could even sleep." (p« 41) 

j t " *• 

After Reine has confessed, she is at peace. This confessional is 

her step away from Una falaehoods of life.- The-realisation of Hoult's 
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purpose, which began with her feeling of the wounds in his side, is now 

almost complete. In fact, of all the characters in the story, only Reine 

fully believes his tale. The idea of natural excretions as truth-tellers 

is another way of saying that nature is basically true, even in man. un

til civilization makes it false. 

The next morning Hoult kills David Larson and returns to face 

Reine. He says, "lou gave him to me / Last night, you know" (p. J!^), 

Reine weeps, showing the sinner's tearful farewell to the sins he has 

committed. No one leaves any life, no matter how corrupt, without some 

regrets, for the realization is there that that part of your identity is 

dying beyond recovery. In her sorrow she accidentally cuts her hand, 

and as she covers her face while weeping, the blood streams down her face 

and body. This is a symbolic baptism into the religion of death, Iloult's 

religion. 

...she saw her starved face all blubbered over 
With tears and blood, the gaudy blue of her eyes 
Gleaming through the red streakage; she stared and silently 

laughed and said, 
"Ah? Poor old Europe." Hoult said, "Don't wash, my 

dear; the bombers of the next flight will be over you 
Before you have time. Doesn't she look like a bride, old 

man? 
Destruction's bride?..." (p. 46) 

"The next flight of bombers" is, of course, Gore's impending death. 

Reine is to become Hoult's bride after his mission of destructive revenge 

is complete. Therefore, Reine becomes a part of the Savior image by 

physical union with Hoult, 
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Hoult cried, 
"Oh look' It's beautiful. 

All my strength has come back to me: I am gay as a bridegroom. 
Come into the house," He gripped her wrist, and his hand 
Hot as the fire: ..."Come little rose, little 

white rose 
Among the red ones: there are giants in these days, are 

you afraid? :-Iy corpse is huge. 
It covers the western world and sprawls over Asia, people 

will hold their noses in high i-longolia 
And choke in London, Come darling. Gome, little one." 

The rapid fever 
Of his nerves and flesh decomposing had reached a peak 
And felt its imminent fall. (p. 4S-49) 

Before their final union, Hoult becomes all the war dead of the world, 

symbolically. Therefore, after Reine is found three weeks later, she of

fers to "lie down in the soldier's graveyard," Like Clare Walker, "The 

Loving Shepherdess," Reine thinks she can make the world happy by giving 

love to all. Even her suicide is described in erotic terms; she "kissed 

the steel mouth /of the riflg/ / ^ ^ fired the last of four cartridges" 

(p. 51). Hoult, before his final decompositioh, turns into a loving, 

pitying Christus, who says "I do not believe that any human being is rank 

enough / To deserve boiling" (p. 50). 

The excessive love of humanity is the thing that must be fought 

against in Inhumanism, because it is a trap. Reine cannot come to a com

plete understanding of the philosophy because madness comes too soon aft

er the first ideas are presented to her. The Rev. Dr. Barclay, of TJî  

V̂ ofnen a^ Point Sur. also went mad under the burden of the principles of 

Inhumanism, Jeffers has not presented an easy philosophy to follow, nor 

is it recommended for everyone. Only the strong can succeed, and then 

only if "tbey can bear pain, even unto the killing of half one's self (p. 

102), as will be seen in Part Two of this poem* 
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Because "The Love and the Hate" is essentially a story and "The 

Inhumanist" is essentially a character sketch, it will be necessary to 

analyze Part Two of the poem in a slightly different fashion. A consid

eration of the main ideas held by the old man is necessary, for he is 

"The Inhumanist" and his observations about universal situatinns serve 

as a framework for any discussion of the general concept, Jeffers* main 

inquiry is into the nature of God, the proper attitude of man toward na

ture, and the fate of mankind. Before considering these main points of 

the philosophical inquiry, we need some preliminary details about the 

poem itself. 

The central figure of the double axe is given a considerable fam

ily tree, in keeping with its great importance as a companion to the In

humanist. 

"In Crete it was a god, and they named the labyrinth for it. 
That's long before the Greeks came; the lofty Greeks were 
still bushmen. It was a symbol of generation: the two lobes and 
the stiff helve: so was the Cross before they christened it. But 
this one can clip heads too. Grimly, grimly. A blade for the 
flesh, a blade for the spirit: and truth from lies." (p. 54) 

The power of the axe to cleave truth from lies is used as the old man is 

forced to kill the man of terrors w:io is his own youth and other self. 

This killing is necessary because "No man has ever known himself nor sur

passed himself until he has killed / Half of himself." The axe also 

serves as a goad to the man's patience; since it is the axe's duty to 
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sever truth from lies. Though the axe is always wanting to destroy man

kind, God has t o ^ the old man to wait his time in loosing it. The a ^ 

laughs at human weaknesses, being concerned with destruction and truth. 

It is almost a pet, sometimes a companion, yet often a torment to the old 

man — in spite of its being a companion. A tool equal to the detachment 

of truth is necessary for an Inhumanist. 

By the family history which Jeffers gives to the axe, the atmos

phere of this section of the poem is set. Although this atmosphere of 

doom is present, especially in the last sections, it is not a hopeless 

doom. Mankind is not yet irrevocably lost. Therefore, Jeffers is not a 

pessimist but an inheritor of a medieval saint's sense of foreboding. 

Although there is no organizational pattern in "The Inhumanist," 

so far as plot, ideas, or characters are concerned, the poem does have a 

general direction of development tracing the Inhumanist's reactions to 

the various situations and problems of life. Each situation is presented 

in a separate section of the poem, and these sections vary in length from 

two lines to five pages. 

In beginning our analysis of the poem, we must first determine the 

nature of the God of Inhumanism. Since the writing of "Roan Stallion," 

Jeffers has been concerned with the nature of God as a theme for his po

etry. Trom, the aoomorphism of that poem to the pantheism of this one 

stretches a long span of years and changes of ideas. Jeffers* concept of 

a God who might torture himself into being truly omniscient has been shown 

as the central theme of "At the Birth of an Age." He has mentioned his 

concern with this aspect in tbe Introduction to his Selected Poetry* 
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The syabol of the self-tortured God, that closes the poem, had 
I appeared to ne loi^ before in "Apology for Bad Dreams" and in 

The 1 2 m ftk folnt §iii: — Heautontimoroumenos, the self-tormsntor — 
but itestands most clearly in the self-hanged Odin or Norse î yth-
ology. 

The concept of the God 6f Inhumanism as a combination of self-tor

ture and pantheism is clearly seen in the old man's opinions. The problem 

of the nature of God is central to tha meaning of the poem; in fact, the 

first five parts are meditations on different attributes of the Supreme 

Being. The rhythm of the world ("Winter and suamer, rain and drought;") 

is likened to God's traveling in circles. 

"... — Why does God hunt in circles? 
Has he lost something? Is it possible — himself? 

In the darkness between the stars did he lose himself and 
become godless, and seeks -** himself?" (p. 52) 

let as the old man questions the reasons for the searching in alr-

cles, he does not ever doubt that there is a God or a purpose for the 

circles. He even gives his reason for knowing. 

"Does God exist? •*- No doubt of that," the old man says. 
"The cells of ay old camel of a body, 

Because they feel each other and are fitted together — 
...all the little animals 

Are the one man: ...the stars, the winds and the people: one 
energy. 

One exiatence, one music, one organism, one life, one Godt 
atarHTlre and reak-atrength, the sea's cold flow 

And man's dark soul," (p. 53) 

By this quoUtlon we see that Jeffers' God verges on being pantheistic; 

^ ^lectea isSiaSLf P* xviii. 
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this, however, is an over-simplification. For his God is a conscious one 

and one who suffers. He is "Not a tribal nor an ainthropold God, / Not a 

ridiculous projection of human fears, needs, dreams, justice and love-

lust" (p. 53). He is in all and yet an observer. 

"And nothing," he thought, 
"Is not alive." ..."I see that all things have souls. 
But only God's is immortal. The hills dissolve and are 

liquidated; the stars shine themselves dark." (p. 54) 

let, as we have seen in a discussion of Gudrun in "At the Birth of 

an Age," there is an immortality for Jeffers' characters if they achieve 

union with God (as she did through eating the serpent). It is here, in 

the achievement of union with God, that the element of qysticlam enter a 

Inhuaaniaa, 

The dealres of God lllualnate the Inhumanistic ideal because they 

echo the ideas Jeffers has long held: That, in so far as possible, man 

should crave natural beauty and divorce himself from human emotions. 

"What does God want?" 
The old man was leaning on the dusk edge of dawn, and 

t r the beauty of things 
Smote him like a fierce wind: the heads of the mountains, 

kp/r the morning star over them, the gray clearness, 
the hawk-swoop 

Fall of the hundred'^folded ridges, night in their throats, | 
the deep«^oiled night dying 

On the dark sea -*- and all this hushed as^nificance vtaiently 
ruling eastward to meet the sunrise: "How earnest 
he is. 

How naively in earnest; nothing reserved; heavy with destiny. 
Saainest as the grave eyes of a child 

That doubts his mother." 
"I see he despises faappineas; 

and as for goodness, he says. What is it? and of evil, 
. «ii What is it? 

And of love and hate. They are equal; they are two spurs. 
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For the horse has two flanks. —What does God want / I 
see here what he wants: he wants what man's 

Feeling for beauty wants — if it were fierce as hunger or 
hate BXid deep as the grave." (p. 56) 

The traditional values of good and evil pale beside the beauty of 

things which man should desire; happiness and peace of mind are despised. 

(These are all subordinate but would, perhaps, be the result which would 

follow if man wou3d "seek first the kingdom of God.") In addition to 

knowledge of the desires of God, a revelation about the nature of God 

occurs as the old man is contemplating the Milky Way one night, thinking 

that sonewhere there is the center of this "eternal fire-wheel." 

While he considered the matter, 
staring upward, and the night's noises 

Hushed, there came down from heaven a great virile cry, 
a Tolce hoarser than thunder, heavily reverberated 

Among the star<^horls and cliffs of darkness: "I am 
caught, I am caught in the net." And then. Intolerably 

"I see my doom." (p. o7) 

Here is the expanded figure of Heautontimoroumenos, the self-tor

mentor. God is eacperienclng all things through the horrors enacted in 

the universe. The purpose of torture is that God will be truly all-

knowing* Jeffers con5)ares this cry of God to that of Oedipus or Lear, 

but then realizes a purpose for the recurring cycles of rise and fall in 

man's histcry. He sees that men only reflect the greater torment of God; 

that they are only "Hypnotised players: look at their vacant eyes: / 

Of obscure tragedies that being uncon^rehended echoes of misheard frag

ments are nonsense." Although men's pain is nonsense because he misun

derstands the value of pain, "the great voice was in earnest" (p. 68). 

This plan ef pain brings us to the reason for tragedy which ia 
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activated by the love of building high and craahing down. Tragedy is a 

form of nobility; it is a "cult of pain." 

God and the tragic poets 
They love this pattern; it is like the beauty of a woman to 

them; 
They cannot refrain from it. What goes high they bring 

down. (p. 95) 

The mystical experience of union is referred to when the old nan 

prays, awed before the beauty of things and the ugliness of humanity: 

^agull, his daughter, having been raped, has left with the husband of 

Dana Enfield, who has just been murdered by bsr daughter, Vere Harnlsh. 

The murder is done because Vere is successful in her seduction of her 

stepfather (Seagull's lover). In contrast to the ugliness of the murder 

scene, Jeffers gives us a "rain-gray dawn." The old man's prayer is sig

nificant because of the fact that it denies the idea that Jeffers is mia* 

anthroplc; for final proof, then, God is still human, and man can become 

God. ••*«*'-< 

"Dear love. lou are so beautiful. 
Even this side the stars and below the moon. How can you 

be...all this...and me also? 
Be human also? The yellow puma, the flighty aeurnlng-

dove and flecked hawk, yes and the rattlesnake 
Are in the nature of things; they are noble and beautiful 
k» the rocks and the grass — not this grin ape. 
Although it loves you. — Yet two or three times in my life 

ay waUs have fallen beyond love — no room for love — 
I have been you,* (p. 89) 

Thia is a union with God rather than mere eontemplation of Hin. 

Jeffers haa aentioned earlier the experience of union with God," I lie 

stilly having drunk fire." From the detachment of Inhumanism, sometlaea. 
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•"cones union with divinity. The final "sie.tement about God is found in 

the message to future children (perhaps those of Clive and Seagull). 

The children are crying and he says: 

It is not bad. 
There is one God, and the earth is his prophet. 
The beauty of things is the face of God: worship it; 
Give your hearts to it; labor to be like it, (p, 105) 

The beauty of things, a catch phrase for Jeffers* intense love of 

nature and life as manifested in nature, is thus "The face of God." let 

"The beauty of things — / Is in the beholder's brain — the human mind's 

6 
translation of their transhuman / Intrinsic value." The great value of 

man, the man who realises the beauty of things, or natural phenomena, ie 

the Inhumanist — is therefore accentuated, because it is man who ccox 

translate the value of beauty. Thds Ij^ortance to each Individual man 

of the realization of the beauty of things is given: 

so the human sense 
Of beauty is our metaphor of their excellence, their divine 

nature: — like dust in a whirlwind. Baking 
The wild wind visible, (p. 57) 

As the worth of a man is gauged by his realisation of the beauty 

of things, the contrast is made between the beauty of nature and the ug-

Note the significant aimilarity of these lines in "De Rerum 
Vlrtute," H^MifirflfM r P« 95* 

"The beauty of things means virtue and value in them. 
It is in the beholder's eye, not the world? Certainly. 
It is the human mind's translation of the transhuman 
Intrinaic glory." 
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liness of humanity. For exan^le, as the two «;tewart brothers and the 

Mexican hired man rape Seagull, the sun makes a red causeway on the water 

and "the mountainfoot shore / Was blue as dreams" (p. 78). Though it 

gives men inspiration, the beauty of things is not "harnessed to humeri 

eyes," for it is "the nature of God" (p. 113). 

The Inhumanist* s attitude toward man can be deduced from his be

lief in the nature of God. Nevertheless, in order that the appelation 

of "misanthrope" not be applied to Jeffers, the attitude tov/ard man must 

be considered briefly. Jeffers has long been consistent in his hatred 

of mankind en masse; in this attitude he is not alone among the modern 

writers. It is toward this civilized man who acts in a group without 

principles that Jeffers* hatred is directed. "I tell you that exclusion 

and privilege / Are the last bleeding clawhold of the eagle, honor," 

says the old maji as someone tries to move into his territory. The lux

ury of solitude in the modern world is accented by the arrival first of 

Snapper, the dog; then of Seagull, the old man*s daughter; then the pa

rade of refugees, both human and otherwise; and finally the man who 

comes to the hill to die. All these are pieces of the world which the 

Inhumanist would like to shut out but is unable to because he realizes 

that they are part of the nature of things which he must love for a to

tal realization of God, 

The Savior concept is dealt with in this part of the poem when 

the old man saves a man from drowning twice. The man is the "man of 

terrors" who is later slain, but he warns the old man, "Beware, old man, 

the dear pleasure / Of being Savior" (p. 99). Yet the old man, while 

rejecting the disciple who wants to follow him (p. 107), cannot refrain 
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from giving the future children advice on how best to manage in the 

crumbling world which they will inherit. The Double Axe, itself, serves 

as the Shiva symbol of the destroyer and creator. 

The future of man is one of doom and going downward. The cycle 

of history is again sweeping toward a catastrophe; whereupon the magnifi

cent climb back will be done again. Out of this Spenglerian theory, 

Jeffers salvages hope for the children. In the message to the future 

children previously cited, he says: 

0 future children: 
Be reticent. Make no display. Let peafowl scream. 
And red roses cry, Look at me: they are beautiful: but 

human minds 
And bodies are not so pleasing. Therefore be reticent. 
Make no display. 

0 future children: 
Cruelty is dirt and ignorance, a muddy peasant 
Beating his horse. Ambition and power-lust 
Are for adolescents and defective persons. Moderate kindness 
Is oil on a crying wheel: use it. Mutual help 
Is necessary; use it when it is necessary. 
And as to love: make love when need drives. 
And as to love: love God. He is rock, earth and water, and 

the beasts and stars; and the night that contains them. 
And as to love: whoever loves or hates man is fooled in 

a mirror. 
...But truly, if you love man, 

swallow him in wine: love man in God. 
Uan and nothing but man is a sorry mouthful, (p. 106) 

It is to the above way of life the old man refers in the last 

scene when the stranger dies. 

The old mfl" sat down beside 
his body in the blood-brown day's-end 

On the dark mountain, and more deeply gave himself 
To contemplation of men's fouled lives and miserable 

deaths. "There is," he said, "no remedy. — There 
are two remedies. 

This man has got his remedy, and I have one. There is no 
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third." 
About midnight he slept, and arose refreshed 
In the red dawn, (p, 114) 

Thus even in the final lines of the poem, Jeffers eaphasizes the beauty 

of things. To modern man, he says, there are only two paths: belief in 

the values of the world — the nationalities, the commercial ventures, 

and the self-appraisals; and the belief in the beauty of things. From 

the first, only death can come, but from the latter, the Inhumanist, 

there is the possibility of union with God, 

Other Expressions of Inhumanism 

The lyrics contained in the volume carry the same ideas in differ

ent words, and usually less bloody symbols. The poem which deals with 

truth is the most famous of the group and is one of the best of Jeffers' 

statements about his situation in the world today. The character of 

Cassandra is a reappearing one, having first been seen in Tower Beyond 

Tragedy. 

The mad girl with the staring eyes and long white fingers 
Hooked in the stones of the wall. 
The storm-wrack hair and the screeching mouth: does it 

matter, Cassandra, 
Whether the people believe 
Your bitter fountain? Truly men hate the truth; they'd 

liefer 
Meet a tiger on the road. 
Therefore the poets honey their truth with lying; but 

religion-
Venders and political men 
Pour from the barrel, new lies on the old, and are praised 

for kindly 
Wisdom, Poor bitch, be wise. 
No: you'll still mumble in a corner a crust of truth, to men 
And gods disgusting, —You and I, Cassandra, (p. 117) 
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Here we see that the Inhumanist is not so coapletely cut off from 

humanity that he does not desire some ccmmunication and, perhaps, some 

understanding, "Quia Absurdum" is another blast at the lies of the 

7 

world. In a poem called "The Eye" it is the eternal beauty of things 

and their abiding values which are praised. The poem describes the Pa

cific as it watches the beauty of things and worships God — wiiile watch

ing the ways of man also (p. 126). 

Hungerfield (1954) is Jeffers' latest volume, and though it still 

carries the concept of Inhumanism set forth in The Double Axe, the pur

pose of the book is not to further this philosophy, but to write a love 

message to Una, who died in 1950. The title poem is a hymn to her beau

ty, a remembrance of their life together, and a farewell. The idea of 

her immortality is, however, of importance to this study. 

You were more beautiful 
Than a hawk flying; you were faithful and a lion heart like this 

rough hero Hungerfield, But the ashes have fallen 
And the flame has gone up; nothing human remains. You are earth 

and air; you are in the beauty of the ocean 
And the great streaming triumphs of sundown; you are alive and 

well in the tender young grass rejoicing 
When soft rain falls all night, and little rosy-fleeced clouds 

float on the dawn. — I shall be with you presently. 

This union with the beauty of things is what Jeffers termed in "The 

Others which do the same are "Advice to Pilgrims," "Their Beau
ty Has More Meaning," "Pearl Harbor," "Fourth Act," "Calm and Full the 
Ocean," "Invasion," "Dawn," "Greater Grandeur," "lev; Year's Dawn, 1947," 
and "The Inquisitors." 

8 
Hungerfield, p^ 23. 
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Double Axe" "the lo s t paradise / The poets remember" (p. 105). I t i s 

man's better nature, and i t i s the immortality of the Inhumanist, 

The necessity of pain i s reiterated in tliis newest volume in the 

lyr i c "The World's Wnnders:" 

I t i s easy to know the beauty of inhuman tnings, sea storm and 
mountain; i t i s their soul and their meaning. 

Humanity has i t s lesser beauty, impure and painful; we have to 
harden our hearts to bear i t . 

I have hardened my heart only a l i t t l e : I have learned that 
happiness i s important, but pain gives importance. 

The use of tragedy: Lear becomes as t a l l as the storm he crawls 
in; and a tortured Jew becomes God. 

The destructive element of God i s introduced again in the las t speech of 

the play. The Ci^tan Woman, a modern adaptation of Phaedra. Aphrodite 

speaks: 

We are not extremely sorry for the woes of men. 
We laugh in heaven. 

We that walk on Olympus and the steep sky. 
And under our feet the lightning barks l ike a dog: 
What we desire, we d o . . . 
In future days men wi l l become so powerful 
That they seem to control the heayens and the earth, 
They seem to understand the stars and a l l science — 
Let them beware. Something i s lurking hidden. 
There i s always a knife in the flowers. There i s always a l ion 

just beyond the firelight.-^^ 

Squires considers "The Double Axe" to be "the most deeply r e l i 

gious poem of our century." The rel igion i s a rejection of the Christ-

^ Hungerfield. p. 108. 

HuQgerfield. p. 91. Compare: "God i s a l ion that comes in the 
night. God i s a hawk gliding eunong the stars." Tho Double A ŝe, p. 93. 

^ Squires, l^oyaAU^g, p. 5. 
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ian God and an acceptance of a God whose being is in "the beauty of things" 

while yet remaining conscious and aware of the pain and torture of the 

world. All the universe, even mankind, is part of this God, and so to 

term Jeffers a misanthrope would be incorrect, for he must love all life 

to love his God. Inhumanism is a philosophy of reason, a detachment and 

freedom from the illusions which most people cherish as necessary to life. 

Inhumanism is not an easy philosophy, nor is it likely to become a popular 

one. It does, nevertheless, have a noble ancestry in the beliefs of the 

early saints of the Church and in the flagellants of all religious his

tory. This philosophy then is Robinson Jeffers* answer to the problems 

of living in the twentieth century. 



CONCLUSION 

FTom a poetry all "crusted with blood and barbaric omens / Painful 

to excess, inhuman as a hawk' s cry" has come a firm statement of a phi

losophy, the philosophy of Inhumanism, As Jeffers defines it, Inhumanism 

attempts to describe the nature of God, the relationship of man with God 

and of man with man, and the nature of the universe, Jeffers asks that 

man consider the universe instead of merely himself. Inhumanism sets 

forth the belief that God is present in nature, and that in order to live 

the good life, one must strive to be like God or nature. The God w ich 

it describes has as his being "The beauty of things" by which mankind may 

know him. The message of Inhumanism is to love God, for 

There is the great humaness at the heart of things. 
The extravagant kindness* the fountain 
Humanity can understand. 

From a combination of pantheism and Odin, the hanged God of Norse myth

ology, Jeffers has constructed his belief about the Supreme Being. The 

relationship of man with man is one of reasonable detachment rather than 

emotional involvement. In its devotion to truth, Inhumanism tends to 

disregard those illusions which most people cherish as necessary to life 

— patriotism, loyalty to a conventional religious creed, social status, 

and material comforts. Man should love man in God, or as a part of na

ture, but not alone or for himself, for "man and only man's a sorry 

BgL 4ag££ Skk iii§. Sun, p. 126. 

Bs. Aflfiyy Ait i^ Sm» p* 104. 
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mouthful." Three intrinsic principles of Iriiumanism are the value jf in

dividual freedom, the integrity of truth, and the beauty of nature. As 

Jeffers says in the preface to The Double Axe, the fullest statement of 

Inhumanism, "It provides magnificence for the religious instinct and sat

isfies our need to admire greatness and rejoice in beauty," 

Before Jeffers devised his philosophy of Inhumanism, he went 

through a long period of searching for something in which to believe. His 

search led through several colleges and several courses of study, ranging 

from medicine to forestry. After his naarriage to Una Kuster, the search 

for security was resolved in their discovery of the lilonterrey Peninsula, 

which became their home. The countryside has greatly influenced his po

etry by supplying a setting for most of his works, by furnishing local 

legends and characters as inspiration for plots, and by giving him a view 

of people in almost frontier conditions during the highly civilized twen

tieth century. Some people have even considered that the coast has given 

him his unique method of rhythmic lines — his greatest contribution to 

the technical side of poetry. In the system of stresses without rhyme 

can be heard the echo of the sea which pounds the Californian coast. The 

search for a belief can be traced from an initial idealism, seen in P^aS" 

pris and Apples and Galifornians. through the disillusionment caused by 

World War I, to a reaffirmation of life as shown in the mature volumes of 

Ihe pouble Axe and ^t^nfre^field^ His attitude toward humanity has been 

ambivalent: from brotherly affection he has passed through complete dis

gust and back to eventual acceptance of man as a part of the universe, 

hence a part of God. The hatred finally became directed not toward man

kind as a whole, but toward civilized man, whom Jeffers considers degen-
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erate. The ideas which eventually were grouped under the name of Inhuman

ism appear intermittently throughout the poetry, making "The Double Axe" 

coiue as a logiceuL outgrowth of a train of thought rather than as a sudden 

revelation. 

In "The Double Axe" these ideas are refined and polished and fit

ted into a pattern so that one can pinpoint the actions of an Inhumanist. 

These are most clearly seen in the character of the old man as his pro

gress through the story illustrates the results of living in accordance 

with the principles of Inhumanism. This is not an easy way of life, as 

is clearly shown in the old man's struggle against having the emotional 

reactions of the common man. By conquering the emotional strife, he 

achieves communication with God. The reverence for Truth, the universal 

nature of God, the diety present in the beauty of things, and the accept

ance of the worth and beauty of humanity are all fitted into his character 

as "The Inhumanist." 

The importance of this philosophy for contemporary culture is that 

it stands against what Jeffers feels to be the flood-tide sweep toward 

more centralization, more rigid controls, and more false propaganda. In 

the tradition of Thoreau, Jeffers calls for simplification of life's de

tails. In a society which emphasizes adjustment to a group norm, Jeffers 

pleads for the individual consciousness. The vanishing integrity of men 

and nations should cause pain to believers in the value of western Civil

ization. Inhumanism is a way to regain or to retain that integrity. Al

though its heritage could be traced through the .medieval mystics and Ger

man Idealism, Inhumanism approaches the problems of existence with a 
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I forceful and powerful appeal to the reason and scientific bent of modem 
i 

oan. The poetry is plagued with tales of violence, unholy loves, cruel

ties, and et^^ematural manifestations; and surprisingly, through these 

I rather melodramatic plots, Jeffers emphasizes the virtues and moral stand

ards of a more puritanical time than this. His is a call for courage, 

for forbearance, for the greatest of human qualities, endurance. 

Jeffers thus warns against the over interest in self which infests 

our modem civilisation and tells man to ignore the siren call of luxury, 

Qomfort, and material gains. "No man has ever known himself nor surpass

ed himself until he has killed / Half of himself."^ It is this surpassing 

of self whloh is necessary to realise the "transhuman values" of Ihhuman-

lsm« 

Born of a Christian culture, Jeffers still clings — despite his 

central philosophy — to some of the foremost principles of the creed, d -

thongh rejecting the tenets of the Christian faith. "Ye shall know the 

truth and the truth shall make you f^ee," for example, is one of the 

watchwords of Inhumanism. The searoh for truth is, in Jeffers* opinion, 

man's most noble quest. He advises that "each person enter his own soul's 

desert / And look for God."^ This kind of search would Aree man trom his 

bondage to the conventional, groK^-prescrlbed beliefs of the world. A 

man then would not be bound by narrow thoughts of national patriotism, 

religious creeds and personal glory, but would rather strive to be like 

the enduring beauty and glory of Nature. The figure of Christ reappears 

^^MABfiZzillbaSuib p» 125. 
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throughout the course of the poetry as Jeffers admires the beauty and no

bility of his sacrifice, though despising the pain and narrowness which 

the followers of Christ have inflicted on the world. His final statement 

on Christ is that He is an example of the value of pain; tlirough tragedy 

and suffering, He has become God. 

The love of freedom is the love of the individual. To Jeffers, 

democracy is a path to socialism, and as such, tends to destroy the ;aan 

who wants only to be the owner of himself. Because of the path of ̂ Vestern 

Civilization, Jeffers believes that his kind of freedom is quickly perish

ing, but shows that Inhumanist can still retain some vestige of it by 

doubting the easy solutions offered by makers of creeds and by searching 

for the true meaning of Gcki in the contemplation of or in the imitation 

of nature. Consequently, Inhumanism is an affirmation of the beauty of 

the universe, which man can best imitate by searching for truth instead of 

accepting conventional panaceas, and by striving to reraain free instead of 

joining the mass parade to comfortable slavery. 

The value of this thesis is that it has shown that Robinson Jeffers 

has developed a strong philosophy of life in a modern world which often 

seems to be without any. As has been said, Jeffers is a poet who is more 

concerned with expressing moral truth in a poem than with mere verbal ex

periments. The importance of Inhumanism to him can be seen by his great 

concern of his poetry with the concept. By studying what Inhumanism iieans 

to Jeffers, we can see the application possible for other adherents to it. 

Although the ideas are woven throughout the poetry, in this study they 

have been gathered and placed under the great principles of Inhumanism, 

namely, truth, natural beauty, and individual freedom. For too long the 
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Blinds of men have been enamoured of the myth of progress and the idea of 

the unquestioned superiority of man's position in the universe. Inhuman

ism breaks out of this shell to declare that the universe i s the universe's 

own, not to be "adjusted" or to be investigated but to be loved and to be 

endured., 
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